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Abstract
C. elegans female meiotic spindle formation requires two meiosis-specific genes,
mel-i and mei-2. The proteins they encode, MET-i and MEI-2, are similar to the p60
(severing) and p80 (localization) subunits, respectively, of the sea urchin microtubulesevering complex katanin. In addition to their sequence similarities to katanin, MET-i and
MEI-2 disassemble interphase microtubules when coexpressed in Hela cells. In wild-type
embryos, MET-i and MEI-2 localize exclusively to the female meiotic spindle. MET-i
and MEI-2 likely regulate meiotic spindle inicrotubules to maintain the unique
morphology of the small anteriorly-located, barrel-shaped meiotic spindle, but MEl1/MEI-2 severing activity must be inactivated prior to mitosis. The post-meiotic
inactivation of MEI-i/MEI-2 likely requires ubiquitination and proteosome dependent
degradation of MEl- 1.
This thesis characterized three extragenic suppressors of amei-1(gj) mutant that
results in ectopic microtubule-severing activity during mitosis. These suppressors show
semi-dominant suppression of the me!-i(gj) defects, but are phenotypically wild-type by
themselves. One suppressor is amissense allele of the

0tubulin gene, tbb-2;

the other two

are missense alleles of the atubulin gene, tba-2. All three suppressors genetically behave
as if they generally inhibit microtubule severing: they suppress the mitotic phenotype
resulting from ectopic severing activity while enhancing meiotic defects seen when METi/MEI-2

severing activity is

compromised during meiosis.

Although functional

redundancies were seen with the other a and 13-tubulin isotypes that are also expressed
during embryonic development, use of asensitized genetic background revealed tubulin
isotype preferences of the MEI-1IMEI-2 severing complex: when MET-i and MBI-2 are
111

limiting, removing TBB-2 by either RNAi or adeletion allele resulted in meiotic defects
while removing TBB-.1 did not; similarly, tba-2(RNAi) enhanced meiotic defects caused
by limiting MBI-1/MEI-2 activity but tba-1(RNAi) did not. Thus, MEI-1/MEI-2 prefers
the TBA-2 and the TBB-2 containing microtubules. In addition, Iidentified sb5l a
dominant temperature-sensitive tba-2 allele that disrupts both meiotic and mitotic spindle
formation independent of MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin. TBA-2sb51) likely has apoisonous
effect on microtubule structure and disrupts spindle organization when incorporated.
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Introduction

Many critical steps must be achieved to complete embryonic development. Cell
division, aphenomenon that has fascinated cell biologists for so long,, remains the most
fundamental biological process during development. A zygote first divides to give rise to
an adequate number of cells, which then adopt different fates, interact to set up the body
plan and differentiate into different tissues. Cell division must be carefully regulated not
only to make the right number of cells but also to correctly partition the genetic material
and factors that will later specify cell fates. Whereas duplicated sister chromatids are
always segregated equally when cells divide, cell fate determinants may acquire an
asymmetric distribution in the two daughters. A bipolar spindle, composed of asymmetric
microtubule arrays and motor proteins, generates pulling forces and marks the division
plane relative to which the determinants are segregated.
Gamete production requires a specialized form of cell division, meiosis. Cell
cycle progression is modified in meiosis so that genetic material reduction is achieved
when the primary germ cell divides twice after only one round of chromosome
duplication. The meiotic spindle is also specialized, especially in animal female meiosis,
so that only one of the four daughter cells retains almost all of the cytoplasm, which
contains materials required for early embryonic development. Hence understanding the
formation and function of the spindle apparatus is of great importance to our study of
reproduction and development. Iwill first describe the basic cell biology of microtubules
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and spindles and then turn to Caenorhabditis elegans meiotic and mitotic spindle
formation, which directly relates to this work.

Microtubule dynamics
The eukaryotic microtubule cytoskeleton provides essential structural support and
generates forces for diverse cellular processes such as cell shape maintenance,
intracellular transport and cell division. Regardless of the cellular formats they adopt,
microtubules are always polymerized structures made of alternating aand

0tubulins. The

a/13 tubulin heterodimer self polymerizes to form the hollow, 25 mm diameter tubular
structure of the microtubule in the presence of guanine nucleotide triphosphate (GTP). a
and

J3 tubulin monomers each bind aGTP molecule and only GTPs bound to 1
3tubulins

can exchange freely with GDP in the polymer. Generally, 13 protofilaments (strings
made of longitudinally alternating aand 1
3tubulin) form parallel lateral contacts to give
rise to asheet, which then folds into atube (Erickson and Stoffler 1996). The actual
number of protofilaments can vary among different organisms or tissues. In any case,
because of the parallel association of protofilaments, microtubules are intrinsically
polarized with atubulin exposed at one end and

13 tubulin at the other.

Although the name itself suggests arigid and static structure, microtubules are in
fact highly dynamic and often switch between phases of growth and fast shrinkage, a
process well known as dynamic instability (Mitchison and Kirschner 1984). The ability
of 13-tubulin to hydrolyze its bound GTP to GDP is the basis of dynamic instability. A
GTP13-tubulin cap at microtubule 'plus' (fast growing) end is thought to maintain its

3
stability whereas losing the cap upon GTP hydrolysis results in rapid depolymerization or
namely, catastrophe (Caplow and Shanks 1996). The mechanism by which GDPj3tubulin

induces

catastrophe

is

not

fully

understood.

Observations

of rapidly

depolymerizing microtubules using cryo-electron microscopy suggested that GTP
hydrolysis resulted in intolerable curvature of protofilaments at the filament ends and
their subsequent breakage into free dimers (Mandelkow et al. 1991). Microtubule minus
ends are usually more stable with much slower growth rate or depolymerization in vivo
due to their association with minus end capping activities located near the microtubule
organizing centre (MTOC), such as centrosomes. Recently, discovery of microtubule
release from centrosomes, however, suggested aminus end turnover pathway operating
when amicrotubule loses its minus end cap (Vorobjev et al. 1999). Although dynamic
instability is now thought to be the predominant mechanism describing microtubule
dynamics in vitro and in vivo, microtubules also exhibit other dynamic behaviours such
as treadmilling, in which polymerization is observed at the plus end while abalanced
depolymerization is seen at its minus end (Margolis and Wilson 1979; 1981).
The dynamic properties of microtubules are critical for the diverse cellular
functions they perform (Kirschner and Mitchison 1986). During cell division, interphase
microtubules must rapidly disassemble before forming the long parallel microtubule
arrays found in a mitotic spindle. In addition, real-time visualization of microtubule
dynamics at different stages of the cell cycle revealed remarkable differences between
interphase and mitosis (Belmont et al. 1990). Microtubule dynamic instability also allows
microtubules to search the intracellular space freely and find targets within the cell. This
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search- capture concept was first introduced to describe how dynamic microtubules
nucleated from centrosomes capture chromosomes with their plus ends in the surrounding
cytosol during spindle formation (Holy and Leibler 1994) and was subsequently adopted
for processes such as generating asymmetric microtubule arrays (Hyman 1989; Yeh et al.
1995) and local regulation of microtubule dynamics (Dogterom et al. 1996). Stable
microtubules are also found in certain cell types, such as axons where long parallel
microtubule are essential for neuronal function. Hence regulating microtubule dynamics
in vivo is under intensive study by cell biologists (reviewed in (Desai and Mitchison
1997).

Microtubule regulators
The biochemical properties of tubulins and the manner by which they polymerize
to form microtubules are fundamental td microtubules' dynamic features. However,
microtubules induced from purified tubulin exhibit strikingly different kinetics from
those in vivo. For example, tubulin can polymerize 5to 10 times faster and have much
higher frequencies of catastrophe in vivo than pure tubulin does in vitro (
Cassimeris et al.
1988; Walker et al. 1988). By injecting rhodamine-labeled tubulin into cells, Shelden and
Wadsworth ( 1993) found that even microtubules in different cell types have distinct
dynamic behavior in vivo. This apparent discrepancy in microtubule dynamics appears to
stem from the existence of abundant regulatory factors in vivo (
Cassimeris 1993). Lieuvin
et al. ( 1994) found that, in the absence of regulatory factors, interphase microtubules are
intrinsically very stable and are insensitive to cold temperature or dilution-induced
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disassembly, suggesting that cells often use regulatory proteins to adjust microtubule
dynamics.
Regulatory factors and microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) may stabilize or
destabilize microtubules. In the presence of stabilizing factors, microtubules show
increased growth and stability due to stimulated polymerization, repressed catastrophe or
faster recovery rate. Almost all known MAPs, which bind microtubules without using
energy from hydrolysable nucleotides, stabilize microtubules. MAPs are extensively
studied in neuronal tissues where stable microtubules are required for structural purposes
and cargo transport through axons and dendrites. Proteins that destabilize microtubules
often promote catastrophe. Among them, a subfamily of the kinesin superfamily of
microtubule motor proteins, Kin Ikinesins, is well studied (Desai et al. 1999). Distinct
from other kinesins that hydrolyze ATP for their translocation along microtubules,
members of the Kin Isubfamily use ATP hydrolysis to induce conformational change at
protofilament ends and result in higher frequencies of catastrophe (Desai et al. 1999;
Hunter et al. 2003). StathmiriIOp18 is another well studied microtubule destabilizer
causing increased catastrophe frequency through currently unknown mechanisms
(Belmont and Mitchison 1996; Howell et al. 1999; Marklund et cii. 1996).
The massive microtubule depolymerization at the interphase-mitosis transition
suggests the existence of proteins that rapidly disassemble microtubules in vivo. Vale
(1991) first reported such a ' severing' activity in Xenopus egg extracts, which is likely
post-translationally

regulated

and

could

potentially

disassemble

the

interphase

microtubule network before mitosis. A group of such ' microtubule severing' proteins
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were purified and shown to sever taxol-stabilized microtubules in vitro. The ATPase,
katanin (named after "katana", Japanese for Samurai sword), is one of the best
characterized, whose C. elegans homolog is a focus of this thesis. Katanin is a
heterodimeric protein complex consisting of p60 and p80 subunits (McNally and Vale
1993). The catalytic p60 subunit shows sequence homology to the AAA family of
ATPases (ATPases associated with various cellular activities) (McNally and Vale 1993;
Patel and Latterich 1998). The p80 subunit likely targets the complex and regulates the
severing activity of p60 (Hartman et al. 1998; McNally et al. 2000). How katanin
disassembles microtubules remains unknown, although it is involved in developmental
processes in several organisms (Abmad et al. 1999; Bouquin et al. 2003; Lohret et al.
1999; Srayko et al. 2000; Webb et al. 2002). For example, it is essential for microtubule
release and transport from centrosome into axons and dendrites in neurons (Ahmad et al.
1999). Katanin is also required for Chiamydomonas deflagellation (Lohret et al. 1999)
and hormonal regulation of microtubule dynamics in Arabidopsis (
Bouquin et al. 2003;
Webb et al. 2002). In C. e!egans, where the in vivo function of katanin has been most
clearly demonstrated, it is essential for formation of the female meiotic spindle (see
below).

Microtubule isotypes and their ineractions with microtubule regulators
Eukaryotes often express multiple isotypes of a and 0tubulin (Luduefia 1998).
Different tubulin isotypes generally differ in their extreme carboxyl terminus (last --- 15
amino acids), the region of the protein which is often involved in interacting with various
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proteins, including MAPs (Cross et al. 1991; Littauer et al. 1986; Paschal et al. 1989;
Rodionov et al. 1990), microtubule motors (Goldsmith et al. 1991; Paschal et al. 1989)
and other regulatory proteins (McNally and Vale 1993; Niederstrasser et al. 2002).
Outside the C-terminus, tubulins are often highly conserved at the amino acid level but
the C-terminal regions often show little conservation. Expression of multiple isoforms in
different tissues suggests roles of tubulin isotypes in specialized microtubule fudntions.
Previous in vitro work first demonstrated that different tubulin isotype composition of
microtubules could affect their dynamic properties and their sensitivity to drugs (Bode et
al. 2003; Derry et al. 1997; Panda et al. 1994). Later genetic studies in Drosophila
showed microtubule regulation by isotype composition in vivo; a 132 isotype is
specifically expressed in the testis and is required for proper sperm axoneme organization
and function (Hoyle and Raff 1990). A similar situation was also observed in C. elegans,
where mechanosensory neurons express aspecific pair of a and

13

tubulins that confer

distinctive protofilament organization and microtubule function (Fukushige et al. 1999;
Savage etal. 1989).
Both a and 1
3 tubulin undergo various post-translational modifications, such as
phosphorylation, acetylation, tyrosination, polyglutamylation and polyglycylation (for
review see (Luduefla 1998). Some of these were shown to correlate with changes in
microtubule dynamics in vivo, but they are often the result rather than the cause of the
altered dynmaics (Maruta et al. 1986; Sherwin and Gull 1989; Webster et al. 1990).
However, it remains possible that some of these modifications affect binding of
microtubule motor proteins and MAPs to their designated binding sites since most
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modifications alter the charge of the microtubules. Therefore, post-translationally
modified microtubules may be dynamically different when they have different associated
regulators.

Microtubule nucleation
In most animal cells, centrosomes function as the MTOC and nucleate both
interphase and mitotic spindle microtubules. A typical centrosome consists of apair of
orthogonally positioned centrioles and an amorphous pericentriolar matrix (PCM). Gould
and Borisy ( 1977) first' discovered that microtubule nucleating activity does not depend
on the presence of centrioles but resides in the PCM. Later on, the microtubule nucleation
activity of the PCM was assigned to another member of the tubulin superfamily,
tubulin, which shares about 35% sequence identity to ci and

13 tubulin

1989). Mutations in both the Aspergillus and the Drosophila

'

(Oakley and Oakley

'
y tubulin

gene resulted in

decreased microtubule nucleation (Oakley and Oakley 1989; Sunkel et al. 1995). In
addition, ytubulin depletion in mammalian cells and S. pombe by antibody inhibition
blocked spindle assembly (Joshi et al. 1992; Masuda and Shibata 1996).

'

tubulin is a

structural component of the PCM (Steams et al. 1991) where it, together with pericentrin,
another integral component of the centrosome, forms the lattice-like architecture of the
PCM (Dictenberg et al. 1998).
How

'

tubulin nucleates microtubules remained mysterious until Stearns and

Kirschner ( 1994) identified a ' tubulin containing 25S complex in Xenopus egg extracts.
This complex also contains six other minor proteins and under an electron microscope is
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a25 nm diameter ring-shaped structure, and hence it is named

'

tubulin ring complex (y-

TuRC) (Zheng et al. 1995). y-TuRC itself was shown to efficiently nucleate microtubules
under different conditions (Moritz et al. 1998; Zheng et al. 1995) and a ' template' model
is currently in favour for the nucleation mechanism (Moritz et al. 2000). In this model,
the y-TuRC functions as the end of amicrotubule and seeds growth. This model was
proposed based on the similarity between amicrotubule end and the structure of the

-

TuRC (Keating and Borisy 2000; Wiese and Zheng 2000; Zheng et al. 1995). However,
since not all y tubulin is associated with the centrosome (Moudjou et al. 1996),
microtubule nucleation by 7-TuRC is likely under centrosomal control and requires other
centrosomal proteins.
Microtubule nucleation by y-TuRC likely explains anumber of situations where
microtubules were assembled in the absence of bona fide centrosomes. For example,
treating Xenopus egg extracts with microtubule-stabilizing agents, such as taxol or
DMSO, induced assembly of astral microtubule arrays (Heald et al. 1997; Verde et al.
1991). Since these asters did not contain centrioles, they were not considered bonafide
centrosomes, although ytubulin and some centrosomal proteins, such as pericentrin, were
found in these structures (Sawin and Mitchison 1994). However,

'
I'

tubulin independent

microtubule nucleation does occur both in vitro and in vivo. Most animal female meiotic
spindles and some early embryonic mitotic spindles form in the absence of ' conventional'
centrosomes. During Drosophila and C. elegans female meiosis, 7 tubulin was not
detected at the poles of the acentrosomal meiotic spindles (Bobinnec et al. 2000; Matthies
et al. 1996). In such case, chromosomes seem to play an important role in microtubule
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nucleation (Albertson and Thomson 1993; Matthies et al. 1996; Raff 2001). Microtubule
nucleation by chromosomes does not require the presence of kinetochores since naked
DNA induced nucleation in Xenopus extracts (Heald et al. 1996).
Carazo-Salas et al. ( 1999) discovered that the chromosome-associated RCC1, the
guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor for the small GTPase Ran, is required for chromatininduced nucleation of microtubules. In this work, they also found that chromosomebound RCC1 resulted in a high RanGTP concentration, which induced microtubule
nucleation, near the chromatin. Several groups then discovered that both importin aand

1
3

function downstream of Ran in the microtubule assembly pathway, and they associate
with MAPs and microtubule motors in the absence of RanGTP (Gruss et al. 2001;
Nachury et al. 2001; Wiese and Zheng 2000; Wilde et al. 2001). These results suggest a
'cargo release' model: high RanGTP concentration triggers local release of proteins and
motors required for microtubule assembly and spindle formation (Nachury et al. 2001).
Although in the absence of centrosomes as the canonical MTOC in mitotic cells,
spindle microtubules

can be nucleated via y tubulin independent mechanisms,

microtubule numbers were reduced and the spindle structures were abnormal in these
situations (Hannak et al. 2002; Llamazares et al. 1999). Hence, centrosomes likely play
important roles other than providing organizing centres for microtubule nucleation during
spindle formation. Whenever centrosomes are present, microtubule arrays are always
formed around them,

suggesting that centrosomes

are kinetically

dominant in

microtubule nucleation (Heald et al. 1997). In vivo, centrosomes may facilitate the
recruitment of factors from the cytoplasm for more efficient microtubule nucleation.
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While microtubules nucleated without centrosomes suffice for the formation of spindle
structures, long asters nucleated from the centrosomes are likely crucial for other spindle
related functions, such as orientation of the division plane and generating asymmetry
(Gonczy et al. 1999a; Hyman 1989; Hyman and White 1987; Vaizel-Ohayon and
Schejter 1999). It is likely that in animal female meiosis, centrosomes are excluded
during evolution so that no long astral microtubules can form, By doing this, meiotic
spindles assemble adjacent to the cell cortex and aminimum volume of oocyte cytoplasm
is extruded with the polar bodies after meiotic divisions.

Spindle formation and regulation
Segregation of chromosomes to opposite poles in mitosis or meiosis
demands abipolar spindle. In mitosis, spindle bipolarity is simply achieved with spindle
microtubules nucleating from apair of duplicated centrosomes. Upon nuclear envelope
breakdown at prometaphase, microtubule asters are captured by sister chromatids, each of
which has two kinetochores on opposite sides for niicrotubule attachment. Once spindle
microtubules originating from opposite poles attach to both sides of sister chromatids,
equal pulling forces are applied from each pole, and all chromosomes become aligned at
the spindle equator. Therefore, two position cues, duplicated centrosothes and condensed
duplicated chromosomes, are critical for the highly dynamic process of mitotic spindle
formation.
Organizational forces generated by microtubule-based motor proteins are also
essential for spindle assembly and function. Microtubule motor proteins commonly fall
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into two groups based on the direction of their movement along microtubules using
energy released from ATP hydrolysis. Plus end-directed motors include most members of
the kinesin superfamily and travel toward microtubule plus ends or toward kinetochores
in amitotic spindle. Minus end-directed motors consist of a subfamily of kinesin and
cytoplasmic dynein, all of which move toward microtubule minus ends and spindle poles.
In cells where spindles assemble in the absence of centrosomes, microtubule
motor proteins play more important roles in the early steps of spindle formation. As short
microtubules first nucleate randomly around chromosomes, they must be bundled into an
antiparallel array. Chromatin-bound multimeric plus-end-directed microtubule motors of
the BimC family participate in this initial process (Sharp et al. 1999). Members of the
BimC family are capable of forming a bipolar hornotetrarner with motor domains at
opposite ends (Kashina et al. 1996). Acting as abipolar minifilament, these kinesins
likely slide crosslinked chromosome-associated microtubules relative to one another and
turn them into antiparallel arrays.
Microtubule orientation is the same in acentrosomal spindles with microtubule
plus ends located at the middle and minus ends oriented to the pole. Therefore, the
antiparallel microtubule array must be sorted to become abipolar array with microtubule
minus ends pointing out, a process that requires the plus end-directed chromatin
associated kinesin-like motors (chromokinesins) (Afshar et al. 1995; Vernos et al. 1995;
Wang and Adler 1995). These proteins likely bind to chromatin using their C-terminal
DNA binding motif and push microtubule minus ends out with their motor head, hence,
generating abipolar microtubule array. In the final step, the poles become focused by
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multimers of minus end-directed motors, such as cytoplasmic dynein (Gaglio et al. 1996)
or Drosophila Ncd (Matthies et al. 1996).
Cytoplasmic dynein is also required for tethering microtubule minus ends to
centrosomes in mitotic spindles (Heald et al. 1997). When dynein activity was inhibited
by an antibody against dynein intermediate chain in Xenopus extracts, spindle pole
formation was blocked, yielding unfocused ends. However, dynein is not the sole
tethering factor. Stabilization of spindle poles, with or without the presence of
centrosomes, requires a protein complex containing cytoplasmic dynein, dynactin
complex and NuMA. Dynactin is ubiquitously expressed and is required for dynein
motility (Gill et al. 1991; Vaughan and Vallee 1995). NuMA (

clear mitotic apparatus

protein) acquired the name because of its cell cycle dependent localization pattern,
nuclear in interphase and spindle associated in mitosis and meiosis (Tang et al. 1994).
NuMA is an unusual protein with long central coiled-coil domain implicated in filament
formation (Vaughan and Vallee 1995). In mitotic Xenopus egg extracts, cytoplasmic
dynein, dynactin and NuMA form a stoichiometric complex (Merdes et al. 1996).
Because NuMA binds to microtubules through anovel sequence in the tail and this motif
also bundles and stabilizes microtubules (Haren and Merdes 2002), the general view is
that the complex translocates by dynein motility toward the poles where it crosslinks
microtubule ends through bundling activity of NuMA.
The apparent differences between meiotic and mitotic spindle structure and
formation suggest the existence of meiosis or mitosis specific components that modify
microtubule dymanics. Biochemical analysis of the protein repertoire in the two
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structures will help understand the function of these factors, but biochemical methods
demand quantity and quality of materials that are hard to acquire. For example, meiosis
or mitosis specific components may be expressed at very low levels. However, genetics
provides apowerful solution to such problems since isolation of amutation in agene is
not related to cellular abundance of its gene products. Our genetic analysis of C. elegans
rneiotic and mitotic spindle formation will be summarized below.

Genetic analysis of C. elegans spindle formation
The nematode worm C. elegans, introduced by Sydney Brenner ( 1974) as amodel
organism to study animal development, has become avery useful genetic tool to study
various aspects of cell biology. Of special interest to this thesis is that the fertilized C.
elegans embryo supports the formation of both types of spindles, meiotic and mitotic, in
one cytoplasm, within 30 min of one another (Albertson 1984; Kemphues et al. 1986).
But the two processes are carefully regulated such that factors required for the formation
of the earlier meiotic spindle will not disturb the later mitotic spindle's formation and
function.
The developing C. elegans oocyte halts meiosis at the last stage of prophase,
termed diakinesis, when homologoues chromosomes have completed recombination and
are highly condensed, awaiting enterance into metaphase of meiosis I. A sperm signal
triggers the release of the meiotic prophase arrest (Figure 1). The mature oocyte is then
immediately ovulated and fertilized as it passes through the spermatheca. After
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Figure 1. Developing female C. elegans germline.
Shown is aschematic diagram of the gonad of aC. elegans gravid hermaphrodite. The
gonad is asymmetric bibbed structure and only one of them is labeled. The syncytial
distal part contains mitotic proliferating germ cells and meiotic nuclei arrested in
prophase I. The prophase meiotic nuclei are cellularized as they move to the proximal
region. Oocyte meiosis resumes as oocytes move towards the spermatheca where they are
fertilized and ovulated into the uterus. The fertilized eggs spend their first few divisions
in the uterus before they are laid, about 2hrs post-fertilization.
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fertilization, the meiotic spindle forms at the anterior end of the zygote (opposite to the
sperm entry site, which defines the posterior pole). The female meiotic spindle is
morphologically distinct from the cleavage mitotic spindle later seen in the same zygote
(Figure 2B) (Albertson and Thomson 1993).
In diakinesis stage oocytes, tubulin staining is concentrated around the oocyte
nucleus (Albertson and Thomson 1993). When meiosis resumes, acloud of amorphous
microtubule arrays are nucleated around the chromosomes. The amorphous array quickly
rearranges and an elongated bipolar spindle with pointed poles forms by early metaphase
I. C. elegans chromosomes are holocentric, so rather than attaching to a single
centrometric region, spindle niicrotubules project into the chromatin. As meiotic
bivalents become aligned at the spindle equator, the meiosis Ispindle adopts atypical
barrel shape and is aligned parallel to the cell cortex, reaching an average pole-to-pole
length of

13 .tm. The spindle then rotates to aperpendicular alignment relative to the

cortex prior to chromatin separation in anaphase. This spindle rotation is likely achieved
when one end of the spindle is attached to the cortex and is important for disposing half
of the chromatin into the polar body. During this rotation, there is ashortening of the
barrel-shaped spindle into arelatively spherical shape with apole-to-pole distance of only
3-4 Jtm. Chromosomes separate to a maximum distance of 4 tm in anaphase, and
microtubules

are found only between separated chromosomes

in the midbody.

Chromosomes segregated to the pole attached to the cortex are extruded into apolar body
during cytokinesis. There is no interphase after meiosis I, and the meiosis II spindle
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Figure 2. Summary of C. elegaiis genes required for spindle formation.
(A) C. elegans genes required for either meiotic or mitotic spindle formation are shown
with their mutant phenotypes. Meiosis-defective mutants often show abnormal polar
body extrusion (arrow in middle panel) and normal mitotic spindle alignment (arrow
head). Mitosis-defective mutants have normal meiosis, but the first mitotic spindle is
often mis-aligned as compared to wild type (arrow head in upper and lower panel). (B)
The genetic pathway that regulates transition from meiosis to mitosis. Morphologies of a
metaphase meiotic and an anaphase first mitotic spindle are shown with J3-tubulin
staining above the pathway. The genes in bold are required for proper meiotic and mitotic
spindle function and are studied in this work.
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initiates immediately, going through apattern of rotation and shortening similar to that of
meiosis Ispindle.
Shortly after the completion of both meiotic divisions, the resulting female
pronucleus migrates towards the male pronucleus, which is at the posterior end of the
zygote (Albertson and Thomson 1993). The sperm-provided centrosome duplicates and
the daughter centrosomes migrate to opposite sides of the nucleus while they start to
nucleate microtubules. The first mitotic spindle forms from microtubules nucleated by
these centrosomes after pronuclear fusion and aligns along the anterior-posterior axis.
As in most animals, both female meiosis and the first mitotic cleavages are
regulated by gene products contributed by the maternal germline. Therefore, screens for
maternal-effect mutations were employed to look for individuals that give rise to progeny
defective in these processes. Many mutants recovered from such genetic screens are
defective in meiotic or mitotic spindle formation (Gonezy et al. 1999b; Mains et al.
1990a). Dominant mutants were isolated in certain screens because they may uncover
genes involved in genetically redundant processes (Mains et al. 1990b). A group of genes
required for oocyte meiotic spindle function and early cleavage spindle formation are
described below, with emphasis on those related to this study (Figure 2A).
The formation of the morphologically specialized meiotic spindle specifically
requires the C. elegans mel-i and mei-2 gene products. Loss- of-function (
if) mutations of
mel-i and mei-2 show maternal-effect lethality due to defects in meiosis. Meiotic spindle
microtubule organization is completely disrupted in null alleles of mel-i and mei-2,
giving rise to amorphous microtubule clouds around the mitotic chromatin and either no
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or extremely large polar bodies (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Mains et al. 1990a;
Srayko et al. 2000). However, the mutant embryos either still form afemale pronucleus
that fuses with the male pronucleus or chromosomes individually form multiple
pronuclear-like structures that independently migrate to and fuse with the sperm
pronucleus. The subsequent mitoses are normal before the embryos arrest during mid
embryogenesis, likely due to the aneuploidy that resulted from the meiotic defects. Weak
mci-i and mei-2 if mutant embryos often have relatively normal meiotic spindles and a
high hatching rate but show ahigh incidence of males (Him) phenotype due to meiotic X
chromosome non-disjunction, and this can be used as a convenient measure of subtle
meiotic defects. (In C. elegans, XO males arise spontaneously from X chromosome nondisjunction in meiosis of XX hermaphrodites (Hodgkin and Brenner 1977)).
mel-i and mei-2 encode the C. elegans homologue of the subunits of the
microtubule-severing protein complex katanin (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994b; Srayko
et al. 2000). The gene products encoded by mci-i and mei-2, designated MEl-i and MEl2respecively, are structurally and functionally similar to the p60 catalytic subunit and the
p80 subunit of katanin, respectively. The normal mitoses in mel-i and mei-2 null mutant
embryos suggest that both genes are only required for normal meiotic divisions, and
indeed, MEl-i and MEI-2 localize exclusively to meiotic spindles in wild-type embryos
(Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Srayko et al. 2000). MEl-i and MEI-2 have identical
localization patterns within the spindle; both proteins decorated the spindle microtubules
but are more concentrated at spindle poles and on chromatin. MET-i and MEI-2
localizations depend on each other's gene activity. Therefore, like katanin p60 and p80,
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they likely form a complex to regulate meiotic spindle formation. This was the first
clearly defined essential biological activity demonstrated for any katanin. The interaction
between MET-i and MEI-2 was confirmed using the yeast two-hybrid assay (Pintard et
al. 2003b; Srayko 2000). Severing activity of the C. elegans MEI-1/MEI-2 complex has
been shown both in a HeLa cell system and in vitro with immobilized microtubules
(Srayko et al., 2000; F. McNally personal communication).
How MEI-1/MEI-2 microtubule-severing activity regulates meiotic spindle
formation is not completely understood. The amorphous cloud of microtubules seen in
MEl-i and MEI-2 null mutant meiosis suggests that MEI-i/MEI-2 severing is required to
organize the chromosome-nucleated niicrotubule arrays into abipolar spindle. It is also
possible that a niicrotubule-severing activity is needed at microtubule ends when the
initially longer spindle shortens to adopt a barrel shape. In the absence of the
microtubule-severing activity, the spindle may collapse during the shortening process,
giving rise to the observed amorphous cloud of tubulin. Viewing meiotic spindle
formation in live embryos with tubulin::GFP should help address this question.
MEl-i and MEI-2 are carefully regulated by the embryo to restrict their severing
activity to meiosis. Other than their spindle localizations, the meiotic stage embryos also
exhibits cytoplasmic NMI- 1 and NMI-2 staining, which quickly fades before entering
mitosis (our unpublished observation). This suggests that MET-i and MEI-2 are degraded
after meiosis rather than being somehow excluded from the mitotic spindle apparatus. As
outlined below, genetic and biochemical studies confirmed this post-meiotic degradation.
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We initially identified mel-i by a gain-of-function

(gf)

mutation, ct46, which

results in mutant embryos with normal meiotic spindle morphology and function.
However, the succeeding mitotic spindles are disrupted in these embryos, being reduced
in size and often aligned along the dorsal/ventral rather than the anterior/posterior axis
(Mains et al. 1990a). The abnormal mitotic spindles show morphologies resembling those
seen in embryos treated with low doses of the microtubule destabilizing drug, nocodazole
(Hyman and White 1987; Strome and Wood 1983). This suggests the presence of an
ectopic microtubule disassembly activity in mitosis in the mel-i (
ct46gJ) embryos.
Immunofluorescence revealed ectopic MEl-i and MEI-2 localization in mel-i (ct46g1)
mitotic spindles. The ectopic MEl-i and MEI-2 pattern mimics that in the meiotic
spindle, localizing to spindle microtubules with highest concentration at centrosomes and
the condensed chromosomes (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Srayko et al. 2000).
Chromosomal MEl-i and MEI-2 localization disappears in interphase but centrosomal
MET-i and MEI-2 persist throughout each cell cycle. The ectopic MET- 1/MEI-2 severing
activity, hence, is likely responsible for the mitotic spindle defects in mel-i (ct46gj)
embryos. Sequence analysis of the mel-i (ct46gJ) mutation revealed aconserved amino
acid change in a PEST sequence, a motif implicated in ubiquitin-mediated protein
degradation (Rechsteiner and Rogers 1996), suggesting that MET-i is ubiquitinated and
degraded by the proteasome.
Ectopic MET-i and MEI-2 are also found in mel-26 mutant embryos, which have
aphenotype similar to mel-i (ct46g1) (
Dow and Mains 1998; Mains et al. 1990a). Partial
loss of mel-i and mei-2 activity rescues mel-26 mitotic defects (Mains et al. 1990a),
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presumably by lowering the ectopic mitotic activity of these genes to acceptable levels
while retaining sufficient activity for meiosis (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a).
Therefore, mel-26 is involved in the post meiotic down-regulation of MET-i and MBI-2
activity. MEL-26 is anovel BTB domain containing protein. Recent studies show that
MET-i degradation after meiosis is likely mediated by aubiquitination process involving
MEL-26 as anovel substrate adaptor of E3 ubiquitin ligase, which transfers Ubiquitin
onto target proteins, marking them for degradation (Furukawa et al. 2003; Pintard et al.
2003a; Xu et al. 2003). Potential ubiquitination of MET-i also requires activation of the
cullin component, CUL-3, in the E3 ligase, which relies on cycles of neddylation and
deneddylation (Pintard et al. 2003a). The involvement of the ubiquitin like molecule
Nedd8 in MEl- 1 ubiquitination links MEl- 1 degradation to a global post meiotic
cytoskeleton remodeling (Kurz et al. 2002).
Post meiotic MEl-i degradation also requires aprotein kinase, MBK-2. MBK-2
was shown to be involved in coordinating the degradation of several other maternal
proteins, which are essential for embryonic polarity and germline development
(Pellettieri et al. 2003; Quintin et al. 2003). How mbk-2 fits into the ubiquitination
pathway is not yet known, but phosphorylation is often aprerequisite for aprotein's
ubiquitination. The genetic pathway of post-meiotic regulation of mei-1 and mei-2 is
summarized in Figure 2B. Whether MEI-2 is regulated in the same way is not clear, but
post meiotic degradation of MEI-2 clearly depends on MET-i degradation (Srayko et al.
2000).
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Mutations in zyg-9, unc-116 and mel-45 affect meiotic and mitotic spindle
formation and genetically interact with genes in the mei-1/mei-2 r
e
gulatory pathway
(Mains 1990b; P. Mains, upublished). zyg-9 encodes the C. elegans homolog of
XMAP2 15. Similar to the function of XMAP2 15, ZYG-9 is required for the formation of
long microtubules (Matthews et al. 1998). zyg-9 mutants have subtle meiotic defects and
rnitotic defects similar to mei-1 (gt) phenotype. It is possible that MET- 1/MEI-2 severing
activity is required in meiosis to counterbalance the activity of ZYG-9. However, meiotic
spindle defects of mei-](O and zyg-9 double mutants suggest that they likely regulate
different aspects of meiotic spindle formation (Mains et al. 1990a). unc-11 6encodes a
kinesin-like molecule (Patel et al. 1993) and gf alleles genetically behave very similar to
zyg-9 in their interactions with the mei-1 pathway (P. Mains, unpublished). UNC-1 16
could perhaps transport MEI-1/MEI-2 along spindle niicrotubules. A recent discovery of
an interaction between plant katanin p60 and akinesin-like protein further supports this
hypothesis (Bouquin et al. 2003).
mel-45 was identified by adominant mutation, sb5l, which disrupts meiotic and
mitotic spindle formation (Mitenko et al. 1997). The mel-45 mutation enhanced both mei1(ct46gj)' and if mutants of mel-i and mei-2 (
P. Mains, unpublished), suggesting that it
encodes a component generally required for spindle formation. Cloning and further
characterization of mel-45(sb51) will be reported in this work; I will show that it
represents agf allele of tba-2.
Recently, a kinesin protein, KLP18, was found to be required specifically in
meiosis (Segbert et al. 2003). When KLP-18 was depleted by RNAi, meiotic microtubule
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arrays failed to organize into a barrel-shaped bipolar spindle by metaphase. KLP-18
localizes to both meiotic and mitotic spindle microtubules with higher concentration at
meiotic spindle poles and around the mitotic centrosomes. The lack of mitotic phenotype
in klp-18(RNAi) embryos could result from two possibilities: KLP-18 is only required for
activities of meiotic-specific components like MET-i and MET-2, or as the authors
suggested, KLP-18

crosslinks

and bundles microtubules

at minus

ends in the

acentrosomal meiotic spindle, and this activity becomes superfluous in the presence of
centrosomes. To elucidate the exact role of Hp- 18 in meiotic spindle formation, genetic
or physical interactions with other meiotic components should be addressed.
We are especially interested in understanding the function and the regulation of
the MET-1/MET-2 katanin complex. Previous screens for suppressors of mel-i (ct46gJ)
isolated mainly if and dominant-negative (
dii) alleles at high frequencies (-4/1000
mutagenized haploid genomes). Therefore, a mel-i (ct46gJ) suppressor screen biased
against such events was performed, aimed at identifying more components in the mel-i
pathway (Clandinin and Mains 1993). 45,000 haploid genomes were screened for
dominant suppressors of mei-i(ct46gJ). Most were either intragenic novel weakened gf
alleles of mel-i or if alleles of mei-2. The remaining three suppressors, sb25, sb26 and
sb27 define new loci. The aim of this thesis was to characterize these suppressors of meli(ct46g)). Following the cloning, functional studies were performed to elucidate the
function of MET-1/MEI-2 in meiosis and the roles of these gene products during this
function. sb26 was found to be amissense mutation of the 13-tubulin gene, tbb-2; sb25
and sb2 7are both mis sense alleles of the a-tubulin gene, tba-2. Ifound that both genes
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are part of superficially redundant isotypic pairs, but further analysis showed that these
genes are specialized for interactions with MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin, demonstrating that
different tubulin isotypes are indeed functionally distinct.
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Materials and Methods

Nematode strains and culture conditions
C. elegans (
var. Bristol) was cultured under standard conditions (Brenner 1974).
Brood analysis was conducted as described by Mains et al. ( 1990b). Hatching rates were
scored among 500 to 2000 embryos (unless otherwise indicated) produced by
hermaphrodites of the relevant genotypes.
C. elegans gene names follow the commonly used nomenclature (Horvitz et al.
1979). Genes all have an italicized three-letter name. Gene names describe either their
easiest scored mutant phenotype or their similarities to sequences of known proteins. For
example, mei-2 is the second identified meiosis defective gene and tba-2 is the second
gene found to encode tubulin g1pha chain. Every allele is given aname containing one or
two italicized letters and anumber. The letter prefix indicates the original laboratory
where the mutation was isolated, e.g. sb for the Mains lab. Allele names are included
after the gene name in apair of parenthesis. Predicted genes are named with the cosmid
name followed by decimal and anumber indicating its location within that cosmid, such
as C36E8.5. The protein product of agene is written in all capitals of the relative gene
name.
The following genes and alleles were used:
N2: wildtype. CB4856: Hawaiian strain carrying high density of single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers.
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LG I: mei-2(sb31 and ct98), mel-i (ct46ct101 and ct46gJ), mel-26(ct61 and
ct61sb4), tba-2(sb25, sb27, sb51, sbii6 and sbii7), unc-13(e]091), unc29(e1072), daf-8(e1393), lin-11(e566), dpy-5(e61), unc-101(m]), unc59(e261), or475
LG II: zyg-9(b244), roi-6(e187),
LG III: tbb-2(sb26, gk129, gk130, or362 and t1623), tbb-i(gk207), dpy-17(e164),
pat-3(V564), mpk-i (oz140), ion-i (e185), unc-32(ei89), gip-i (q23i), vab7(e1562), unc-64(e246), rfl-1(or198), cyk-4(t1689), pod-1 (or548 and
yell)
LG IV: unc-17(e245), bli-6(scl6), unc-8(e49), dpy-20(e1282), kip- 18(6447)

Chromosomal rearrangements used in this study were:
Chromosome Ideficiencies: dxDJ2, sDf5, sDf6 and hDf9
Chromosome III deficiency: sDfi30(s2427); yDfio
Balancer chromosomes: hT2 (1,111), qCi (III), hlni (I)

tbb-2 deletion alleles gk129 and gkl30 and tbb-i deletion allele gk207 were
provided

by

the

C.

eiegans

Gene

Knockout

Consortium

(
http://

elegans.bcgsc.bc.calknockout.shtml). Both tbb-2 deletion alleles are predicted molecular
nulls, removing some promoter region and most of exon I, including the start codon
without generating any downstream in-frame ATG. These mutants were outcrossed 10
(gk129) or 3(
gki30) times by selecting for the healthiest strains that did not stain with
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anti-TBB-2 antibody (see below). The tbb-i allele gk207 is also apredicted molecular
null, removing most of the gene's promoter and part of its first exon. The strain was
outcrossed 6times, and the genotype was verified by PCR.
Because most of the tubulin alleles used in this study have either no or minor
phenotype by themselves, strain construction made use of linked morphological markers.
However, nearly all genetic markers from the final double or triple mutants were
removed from genetic crosses to avoid unexpected complication. Every strain presented
in this work was sequenced to confirm the presence of all intended tubulin alleles or mel2(ct98), which is rather weak by itself.

Genetic mapping of sb25 and sb27
sb25 and sb27 were selected as suppressors of the me!-i (ct46g1) mutation in the
screen described in Clandinin and Mains ( 1993). Both sb25 and sb27 were genetically
mapped to the region between unc-101 (
at map position + 13.23) and unc-59 (+21.42) on
LG I (Figure 3) as follows: mci-i (ct46) unc-29 sb25 males were crossed to unc-101 unc59. Unc-29 homozygotes were selected from their progeny (
unc-29 mel-i (ct4 6)
sb25?/unc-29 unc-101? unc-59?). Hatching rates were scored at the semi-restrictive
temperature for mei-](W6), 20°, where sb25/sb25, sb25/+ and +1+ can be distinguished.
Seven segregated unc-29 unc-101
were unc-29 unc-59

+

+

unc-59. Nine segregated only unc59, of which 5

and 4 were unc-29 unc-59 sb25. This data was confirmed by a

three-factor mapping where Unc101 Unc59 recombinants were collected from unciOl
sb25 +1+

+

unc59 heterozygotes. Each recombinant was crossed with mei-](W6) unc29
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sb25 males to test the presence of suppressor homozygosity in the outcross progeny. Of
18 recombinants, 12 lost sb25 during recombination and 6retained sb25. A three-factor
map was generated similarly for sb2 7, which placed it in the same region of the unc-59
unc-101 interval (data not shown).
Within the unc-101 unc-59 region, SNP mapping (Wicks et al. 200 1) was used to
further define the location of sb25 (
Figure 3). unc-101 sb25 unc-59 hermaphrodites were
crossed to CB4856 males and Unc-101 non Unc-59 F2 recombinants were allowed to
produce afew progeny before crossing with mel-i (ct46) unc-29 sb25 males. For each
outorossed recombinant, hatching rates were scored from 10 individual progeny to score
for sb25 homozygosity or heterozygosity. The self progeny that each Unc-101 non Unc59 recombinant produced prior to crossing were examined for presence of various SNP
markers TO7D1O:3 1970, B0019:25595, F08A8:3980, Y26D4A:7397 and W08E3 (Table
1, Figure 3). These gave the map order F08A8:3890 (8) sb25 (
7) Y26D4A:7397, where
the number of crossovers is denoted within parentheses. This corresponds to aregion of 4
overlapping cosmids or 129 kbp on the physical map. Cosmid C47B2 resides in the
middle of this interval. This cosmid contains two predicted genes, pbs-2 (
C47B2.2) and
tba-2 (
C47B2.3). Sequencing of candidate genomic sequences from sb25 and sb27 was
performed as described below. Both mutations resulted in changes only in tba-2.

Genetic mapping of sb5l
The dominant ts maternal-effect lethal mutation sb5i was originally isolated as
described in Mitenko et al. ( 1997). The Mains lab previously reported a30% embryonic
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Table 1. Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) markers used in this work.
Clone:Position
LGI
F210:18337
D2030:16772
T24B 1:2010
T23 Gil: 10371
F5 SD 12:4270
F55D 12:7673
H05L14: 6951
C54G4:48 84
F18C 12:23323
TO 1G9 :
5596
F02E9 : 22007
KO2B 12:15128
VF39H2L:3 079
C36B 1:29250
W1ODS:11044
C3 6F7 : 23996
TO7D 10:31970
B00 19:25595
F08A8 : 3980
Y26D4A:7397
W08E3

Forward primer

Reverse primer

agattgaggctgaaatatggtg
ggtgtactggctccttccaatg
cagcagaatttgcgggaaacg
gaggtaagcggttcgaacgc
tttcgagattggagctttcc
gtggtcagagcacagaaggg
gtctaccagaagactcatgc
gaccaattggaagtgtgacg
tcctctattcatccacaacg
aagaatcgaggtcagactgc
aaggcattgaggaatcgacc
ggtgcccggtctcgacaagg
ttcaggctccactttatgcc
taggtgcgaaatgaacggtg
agcaattcatcaacaaacgg
tatcgaaaggtttcacacctgg
cttggtgtggggagaatatagg
cagcctcaacaaatattcagac
gtaacaccagcagaagaggtg
gcgacgcaattcttcctatg
ggaatgccagctatgccagg

gtcgagcagcaccagttattg
cgcactcactttgattacaacg
cctctgacttcagcgactcc
cataaagtgagagcgagagc
gatgactgaaaagtccaagg
ggcaaacatctgtgcccatgc
accataatcccgtgagatgc
tcgtttccactgggttttcg
tccatgagtgttttgtgacc
ggacactatatctggttggg
ttcctctagcttctctaacg
cctcttcttctcacattccc
catctgggacgttctttcac
gccttttcatcctcaggatc
aaatgagatgcacggggaag
gccgaaatataagctgtacaa
tttgtccggattgactctgc
gctcatagtggagcaaaacc
tgctgaactcatccggaggag
cgccaaaattggtcagttgg
gctcccttcacaagaccagc

Mwol
HpyCH4IV
XbaI
Msel
Fold
Kpnl
Acil
MseI
HpyCH4IV
BsniAI
Banl
EcoRI
Dral
MfeI
Pad
NsiI
Dpnll
BsmAI
Taql
AatIl
BstUI

LG III
T28D6 : 5428
Y41 C4A:40609
Y5 6A3A:5 1904
Y49E 10:90064
Yl 11B2A:90787
F54F 12:17329

tttcgtgtacgaacgtctcc
cagacacttctcccaaatcc
ctcataacatccctagctgc
taaatccaccgtagcacctc
ctaggcaccaatcattacaagc
ttgactcttctggagtagctgc

catttctcccactcttgctg
caagtgacgtgttctcctcg
cgcttgttctggcctatacg
caagacctcccaaacttcactg
tttgttgccctgatttacatcc
ggattccagggattgaagag

Dral
Avail
Hindlll
Alul
Msel
RsaI

Information

of

SNPs

can

be

found

at

Genome

Restriction enzyme

Sequencing

Centre

(http://genome.wustl.edu). SNPs used for the left, middle, or right of each chromosome
were suggested by Wicks et al. (2001) and are not listed in the table.
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Figure 3. snip-SNP mapping of sb25
(A) Strategies employed to map sb25 with Single Nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers are illustrated. Homozygous unc-101 sb25 unc-59 hermaphrodites were crossed
to Hawaiian males and unc-101 sb25 unc-59/Hawaiian heterozygotes were allowed to
self. Unc-101 non Unc-59 recombinants were selected and were first allowed to produce
selfed progeny for PCR. The original recombinant animals were then crossed to mel1(ct46) unc29 sb25 males to determine whether both copies of sb25 were present. (B)
Results

of the mapping

are

shown.

SNP markers

used were

T071)10:3 1970,

B0019:25595, F08A8:3980, Y26D4A:7397 and W08E3 (Table 1, Figure 3). Numbers in
red indicate absence of sb25 on the recombinant chromosome, while numbers in blue
indicate its presence. The asterisk indicates the position of tba-2 on cosmid C47B2.
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viability associated with sb5l homozygotes at

150.

However, further examination of the

strain (even after further outcrossing) revealed that homozygous sb5l adults showed a
fully penetrant sterility at all temperatures. sb5l was SNP mapped using its homozygous
sterile phenotype. From sb5l unc-59/Hawaiian heterozygotes, sterile Unc-59 adults were
scored for SNP markers. This positioned sb5l between F08A8:3 890 and unc-59. This is
the same region where sb25 and sb27 map, and tba-2 genomic sequence was amplified
from sb5l homozygotes and sequenced as described below, revealing a lesion in the
gene.

Isolation of intragenic revertants of tba-2(sb5l)
Balanced tba-2(sb5l) unc-59/hT2 heterozygotes were mutagenized with ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS, Sigma) as described by Brenner ( 1974). hT2 is a reciprocal
translocation that suppresses recombination in most of the right arm of LG I (Edgley et
al. 1995). 2-5 mutagenized hermaphrodites were transferred to individual plates and
allowed to self at 15°. Revertants were isolated by upshifting the Fl larvae to 25° and
looking for plates with many viable progeny and fertile Unc-59 adults. Two intragenic
revertants, sbll6 and sbll 7, were found after screening 12,500 haploid genomes. The
screen was inefficient because crossover suppression by hT2 in the tba-2 unc-59 region is
not complete, and over 40 "positive" plates contained crossovers rather than the desired
revertants. Sequencing of tba-2 gene in sbll6 and sbll 7 was performed on fertile
homozygous mutants as described above. sbll6 was outcrossed 3times before further
analysis.
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Sequencing of mutations
For sequencing each mutant, 3-10 homozygous worms are lysed as described
(Williams 1995). The genomic sequence of the mutant was then PCR amplified from
each lysate. PCR products were then separated on an agarose gel and purified with Prepa-Gene matrix (BioRAD). Sequencing was performed following the ABI PRISM dye
terminator cycle-sequencing protocol (Perkin Elmer). For each mutant, two independent
PCR products were sequenced to confirm the mutation. tbb-2 and tba-2. Primers used in
the study are shown in Figure 4and 5.

RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from mixed stage N2 worms using TRIzol Reagent
(GibcoBRL, Gaithersburg, USA). Poly-A RNA was isolated from the total RNA using
Oligotex Maxi Kit (Qiagen). First-strand eDNA was reverse transcribed from an EcoRlpoly-dT primer (5'-GCTGCAGAATTCGTCGAC-dT-3') using Superscript II reverse
transcriptase (GibcoBRL). Subsequent PCR was performed with tbb-2 specific internal
forward and reverse primers designed according to WormBase (
WWW.wormbase.org)
gene predictions. Sequencing confirmed the predicted gene structure of tbb-2. To
demonstrate the 5' trans-spliced leader on the tbb-2 mRNA, forward primers specific for
the leader sequences SL1 (Krause and Hirsh 1987) or SL2 (Huang and Hirsh 1989) were
used with tbb-2 internal reverse primers. SL1 is spliced onto the tbb-2 coding sequence 5
bp before the start codon ATG. No products were amplified from reactions containing
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Figure 4. Location and sequence of primers within tbb-2
Locations of tbb-2 primers used in this work are shown. Sense primers are drawn above
and antisense primers are drawn below the gene. Primer sequences are shown below.
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TBB2 PROF XHO

*

tubF2

tubF3

tub- Barn-Fl

*
sb26

H

*
tubRi

tub-EcoRr

tubR2

tubR3

*

TBB2 WR SACII

tubFl 5'- II
1
1 CAATATCGACCATGAC-3'
tubF2 5'-TCCGCAAGGAAGCCGAAGGA-3'
tubF3 5'-CCCAGGACAGCTCAATGCCG-3'
tubR I 5'-CTACAACTGTGTCGGACACC-3'
tubR2 5'-GTGTCTTGGGTCACAGGCAG-3'
tubR3 5'-AGAGTGATAGAGMGAAGGG-3'
tub- Barn-Fl 5'-GCGGATCCCTGCAACTGCCGAAGACGAC-3'
tub-EcoR-RI 5'-CGGAATTCTATTGCTCCGATTCGTA-3'
TBB2-PROF-XHO 5'-CCTCGAGTTGCCGCATAAGTTCCG-3'
TBB2-WR-SACII 5'-TCTCAACCGCGGGGGTTTAAAGCAC-3'
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Figure 5. Location and sequence of primers within tba-2
Locations of tba-2 primers used in this work are shown. Sense primers are drawn above
and antisense primers are drawn below the gene. Primer sequences are shown below.
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TBA2-F I

TBA2-F2

*
TBA2-RI

TBA2-F3

TBA2-R2

TBA2-Fl 5-CTCTGCTCTCACCGCAATCG-3'
TBA2-F2 5'-TTCCACTCCTTCGGAGGAGG-3'
TBA2-F3 5-AAGTGTGATCCACGTCACGG-Y
TBA2-R 1 5-TTGAGACCTGTG GAG CTGGG-3
TBA2-R2 5'-CGATGGCGGTGTTAACGTCC-3'
TBA2-R3 5'-CTCTGCGGCACTCAACTCGG-3'

TBA2.R3
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SL2. The site of poly-A+ addition was determined by sequencing PCR products from
tbb2-F3 (forward) and EcoRI-poly-dT (reverse) using the above cDNA as template.

Germline Transformation
tbb-2 genomic sequence from -4500 (relative to the ATG start codon) to 240 bp
after the poly A signal was PCR amplified from wild-type and tbb-2(sb26) worm lysates.
Primers used were TBB2-PROF-XHO and TBB2-WR-SACII (Figure 4). PCR products
were inserted into pCR2.1-Topo (Invitrogen), and the clones were confirmed by
sequencing. 3 tg/ml of each construct was co-injected with 50 j.xg/ml pRF4 [
rol6(su1006dm)] as adominant marker for transformation (Mello et al. 1991). Injections
were performed as described by Mello et al. ( 1991). Heritable transformed lines were
crossed to mel-i (ct46gj) and mei-2(ct98).

Antisera production
Sequence corresponding to the last 20 amino acid residues (431-450) of tbb-2,
was PCR amplified with primers tbb2-Bam-F1 and tbb2-EcoR-R1 (Figure 8). The
resulting product was inserted into the BamBI/EcoRl linearized pGEX-3X (Pharmacia)
vector to create a GST-fusion. Bacterially-expressed protein was purified with a
glutathionine-sephadex column (Pharmacia) and run on a SDS-PAGE gel. The
commassie stained band was cut out and used to immunize three rabbits (Harlow and
Lane 1988). All three rabbits produced antibodies that detected a50 lcD band on western
blots and stained microtubule structures in both wild type and the mutant tbb-2(sb26).
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These crude sera were affinity purified against acolumn of asynthetic peptide (Alberta
Peptide Institute) corresponding to the amino acids 432-442 of TBB-2, an isotypespecific region (Figure 8). Approximately 1mg of the peptide was coupled to cyanogen
bromide-activated

Sepharose (Pharmacia) ' following

the

protocol

provided

by

manufacturer. Affinity purified anti-TBB2-CL2 detected tubulin in both wild type and
tbb-2(sb26) mutants, whereas antiserum anti-TBB2-CL3 detected tubulin in only wild
type. Neither affinity purified antiserum detected aband on the tbb-2 knockouts, gk129
and gk130, demonstrating TBB-2 specificity (Figure 9).

Western blot analyses
For all Western blots, worms were picked into 10 .tl of PBS and immediately
frozen in liquid N2. Before loading, equal volume of 2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer was
added to the frozen tube, and the mixture was boiled for 10 mm. Equal numbers (20) of
gravid hermaphrodites (sterile adults were used for gip-]) were loaded on each lane. In
some cases, anti-actin was used as aloading control. After SDS-PAGE, proteins were
electrophoretically transferred onto PVDF (Millipore) membranes.

Membranes were

blocked and probed as suggested by the manufacturer. Purified TBB-2 antisera were used
at 1/1000 dilution, a1/5000 dilution was used for horse radish peroxidase (HRP)-coupled
goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch) and a1/1500 dilution was
used for HRP-sheep-anti-mouse (Amersham). Membranes were incubated for 1hr at
room temperature for both primary and secondary antibodies. At least three washes for a
total of 30 min with PBS+ 0.1% Tween-20 (PBS-T) were performed after each
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incubation. Indirect immunofluorescent signals were detected using chemiluminescence
(ECL).

Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy
Embryos were freeze-cracked and fixed with methanol-acetone as described by
(Kemphues et al. 1986). Gonads were dissected in Egg buffer (Edgar 1995) on apolylysine coated slide by scissoring gravid hermaphrodites with two 23-gauge needles and
then were fixed as above. MET-i and MEI-2 localization was determined as described
(Srayko et al. 2000). For MET-i, MEI-2 and tubulin immunolocalizations in ts mutants,
L4 worms were upshifted to 25° overnight before fixation as gravid hermaphrodites.
Prior to staining, slides were blocked for 45 min at room temperature with 25% of the
normal goat serum diluted in PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20. Three washing steps with
PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 for a total of 15 nun were performed after each
incubation. Affinity purified anti-TBB-2 antisera were used at 1/100 dilution for 1hr at
37°. a-tubulin localization was determined with either a mouse monoclonal antibody
(Piperno and Fuller 1985) at a1/100 dilution or the mouse DM 1A a-tubulin monoclonal
antibody (Sigma) at 1/200 dilution. Secondary antibodies (Jackson Inimunoresearch)
were FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (
1/50), TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse (
1/50)
or Texas red-conjugated goat anti-mouse ( 1/100). DNA was visualized with DAPI (4', 6diamidine-2'-phenylindole dihydrochloride) by briefly immersing stained embryos into a
1j.ig/ml solution prior to mounting.
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Larvae and adults were fixed as described by Finney and Ruvkun ( 1990) for
whole-mount anti-TBB-2 staining. Fixed worms were stored in AbA buffer ( lx PBS, 1%
BSA, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.05% sodium azide and 1mM EDTA) at 4° C until staining
with purified anti-TBB-2 antisera. Staining and mounting were performed as described
(Miller and Shakes 1995). Primary and secondary antibodies were used as above.
Photographs were either taken on a Zeiss Axioplan fluorescence microscope
camera with Techpan film (Kodak) and developed at ASA100, or on aZeiss Axioplan 2
microscope with Hamamatsu ORCA-ER digital camera and deconvoluted using
AxioVision software. All images were cropped and edited with Adobe Photoshop
software.

Microtubule depolymerization in cold
Thirty hermaphrodites were picked into 4 lof water on polylysine-coated slides.
Gentle pressure was applied to squeeze the embryos out of the hermaphrodites with a18 x
18 coverslip. Slides were immediately placed on a0 ° aluminum block in an ice/water
bath for 2, 4, and 6mm, and then immidiately frozen by plunging into liquid nitrogen.
Subsequent fixation and indirect tubulin fluorescence were performed as described
above.

Nomarski microscopy
L4 or young animals were upshified to 25° overnight before microscopic analysis.
To observe early divisions, living embryos were dissected from gravid hermaphrodites in
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25° egg buffer (Edgar and McGhee 1986) and mounted on slides with a3% agar pad.
Normarski time-lapse optics was observed using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope and
taken with Hamamatsu ORCA-ER digital camera.

RNAi
tbb-1 and tbb-2 cDNA clones yk5 ifS and yk84c10, respectively, were obtained
from Yuji Kohara (University of Tokyo). Primers were designed to amplify the divergent
C-terminal coding region and 3 '-UTRs from each cDNA. Primers used for tbb-2 were
forward:

5'-AAGCTTCACTTCACTCAGAT-3'

and

reverse:

5'-

GAAGCAACTGCCGAAGACGAC-3'. Primers used for tbb-1 were forward: 5'AAGGTACCGCCGAAGACGAGCC-3' and reverse: 5'-AATACGACTCACTATAG-3'
(T7). PCR fragments were cloned into pBluescript SK(+) (Stratagene). Similar genespecific tba-1 and tba-2 RNAi constructs were kindly provided by Dr. J. Phillips and B.
Bowerman (University of Oregon, Eugene). RNA was transcribed from each strand on
linearized template with T3 and T7 promoters using the Megascript system (Ambion),
and DNA templates were digested with DNAse Iafter transcription. The resulting RNAs
were purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. To make
dsRNA, equal volumes of sense and antisense RNA were mixed and incubated at 68° for
10 min and then annealed at 37° for 30 min. dsRNAs at 150 ig/ml were injected into the
syncytial gonad of young adult hermaphrodites. The injected animals were allowed to lay
eggs for 8 hrs and then transferred to fresh plates for brood analysis. Lethality was
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generally first seen 6hrs after injection of tubulin dsRNA. Embryos were dissected for
microscopic analyses and fixation 24 hrs after injection.

Microtubule isolation
Large quantities of C. elegans were grown on trays containing NGM egg medium
as described (Mains and McGhee 1999). The population was first synchronized as dauer
larvae, harvested and then used to seed egg trays to obtain synchronized gravid
hermaphrodites. Worms were harvested, washed and French Pressed in PME ( 100mM KPIPES, 1mM EGTA and 1mM MgCl2, pH 7.2) following Aamodt and Culotti ( 1986).
Isolating microtubules without taxol was conducted through cycles of DMSO induced
polymerization and cold depolymerization.
A protocol was modified from Aamodt and Culotti ( 1986) and Vallee ( 1982) for
isolation of taxol-induced microtubules from C. elegans. The French press homogenate
was centrifuged at 30,000 g for 30 nun at 4°. The supernatant was then centrifuged at
150,000 gfor 90 mm. Taxol (Sigma) and GTP were added into the resulting supernatant
to afinal concentration of 20 jiM and 1mM, respectively. The solution was incubated at
25° for 15 min and then layered on top of acushion of 10% sucrose in PME buffer, and
centrifuged at 23,000 g for 30 min at 25° in a swinging bucket rotor to pellet
microtubules. Taxol was present in all later steps at 20 jiM. The pellet was rinsed once by
resuspension and centrifuging at 30,000 g. The pellet was then resuspended in asmall
volume of PME (pH 6.8) containing 0.4 M NaCl at 25°. The solution was then
centrifuged at 30,000 g for 30 mm. MAPs will dissociate into the supernatant. The
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resulting microtubules were subjected to the 'pelleting' assay in the presence of
baculovirus expressed human katanin by Dr. Frank McNally (University of California,
Davis).

Complementation analysis and mapping of meiosis defective mutants
Meiosis defectitve mutants were obtained from Dr. Bruce Bowerman (University
of Oregon, Eugene). Two mutants, or520 and or567, were excluded from the study,
because of leakiness. Each mutant was out crossed at least three times before further
characterization. Complementation tests between meiosis defective thutants and me!-]
and mei-2 were performed at the restrictive temperature, 25°, of the ts mutants. meli(ct46ct101) and mei-2(sb31), both of which are genetic nulls, were crossed to each
mutant. Trans-heterozygous progeny were up-shifted for brood analysis. or349 showed
non-complementation with the me!- 1. All other mutants were linkage group mapped
using genetic or SNP markers in the middle of each chromosome.
Linkage mapping was performed by crossing each mutant to unc-13 (
I), rol-6 (
II),
dpy-i 7 (III) and dpy-20 (
IV) homozygotes and scoring hatching rates of progenies of 172s
homozygous for the corresponding marker. The presence of maternal lethality in the
selected 1
72s suggests non-linkage. Linkage mapping of or548 was performed using snipSNP markers from the middle of each chromosome. SNPs used for the left, middle, or
right of each chromosome were suggested by Wicks et al. (2001).
or548 was mapped to LG III. vab-7 or548 was crossed to CB4856 males and Vab
Mel as well as Vab non-Mel progeny from vab- 7or548/Hawaiian heterozygotes were
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grouped and lysed. SNP mapping using markers T28D6, Y41C4A, Y56A3A2, Y49E10,
F54F12 and Yl 11B2A (Table 1) placed or548 to the right of Yl 11B2A with amap
position of +21. Two loci in the region cyk-4 (21.54) and pod-] (
21.23) were chosen for
complementation tests with or548. or548 did not complement pod-] (yell).
or447 was mapped to LG IV. unc-i 7or447 double mutant was constructed by
crossing or447 males to unc-i7 bli-6 hermaphrodites and selecting Unc-17 non Bli-6
recombinants. Similarly, or447 dpy-20 mutant was constructed from unc-8 dpy-20. These
studies placed or447 between bli-6 (
3.19) and unc-8 (
3.30).
or475 was mapped to LG I. A three factor map was generated with dpy-5 unc-29
and dpy-5 unc-13. or475 was located to an interval between map positions 1.87 and 2.3.
Three chromosomal deficiencies sDf5 (2.05-2.22), sDf6 (
2.03-2.22) and hDJ9 (
2.23-2.68)
complemented or475. Subsequent SNP mapping was performed by crossing dpy-5 or475
unc-29 to CB4856 and selecting Dpy nonUnc as well as Unc nonDpy progenyies from
the out cross. SNP mapping using markers F21C3:18337, D2030:16772, T24B1:2010,
T23G1 1:10371,
F18C12:23323,

F55D12:4270,
TO1G9:5596,

F55D12:7673,
F02E9:22007,

H05L14:6951,
K-0213 12:15128,

C54G4:4884,
VF39H2L:3079,

C36B1:29250 W1OD5:11044 and C36F7:23996 (Table 1) gave ambiguous results.
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Results

I. GENETIC ANALYSIS OF thb-2"sb26)

sb26 is one of the three extragenic mei-1(ct46g)9 suppressors (other than mei-2 alleles)
isolated from the screen described in (Clandinin and Mains, 1993; also see Introduction).
This section will discuss the genetic analysis of sb26. Iwill show that the -tubulin gene
tbb-2 harbours the sb26 mutation, which is referred as tbb-2(sb26) hereafter. The role of
TBB-2 in meiotic and mitotic spindle formation will also be discussed.

th1i-2(sb26) genetically interacts with

md-i

pathway

In mei-1(ct46g/), meiosis is normal but subsequent mitotic spindles are
malformed due to ectopic MEl- 1 microtubule-severing activity (Clark-Maguire and
Mains 1994a; Mains et al. 1990a; Srayko et al. 2000). For example, the first mitotic
spindle is smaller and is often positioned transverse to rather than along the anteriorposterior axis (Figure 6C). This mitotic spindle defect of mel-i (
ct46gf) results in a
dominant

temperature-sensitive

(
ts)

maternal-effect

lethality (Table

2,

line

1).

Homozygous thb-2(sb26) single mutant embryos develop the same as wild type, giving
rise to fertile adults with wild-type brood sizes and hatching (Table 2, line 2). However,
while sb26 has no obvious mitotic phenotypes (Figure 6A, B), it shows semi-dominant
suppression of the mitotic defect of mel-i (
ct46gf) at all temperatures (Table 2, Line 3-5);
for example, sb26 increased hatching of mel-i (
ct46gJ) from 0% to 67% at 25° in double
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Figure 6.

tbb-2(sb26) prevents the mitotic spindle defect caused by ectopic ME!-

1/MEI-2 expression.
Shown are indirect immunofluorescence images of anti-a-tubulin staining of the first
mitotic spindles of wild type (A), tbb-2(sb26) (
B), mei-1(ct46gj), which causes ectopic
MEI-1/MEI-2 expression (C) and the mel-i (ct46gj); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant (D).
Embryos here and in all other figures are shown with anterior to the left. Bar: 10jm.

SI
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Table 2. tbb-2(sb26) interacts with the inei-1 pathway.
Maternal genotype

Percentage hatching (Percentage males)
15°

20°

25°

1. mei-i(ct46)

23(0)

1.5

0

2. tbb-2(sb26)

99.5(0)

3. mel-i (ct46); tbb-2(sb26)

96(0.1)

97(0.1)
92(0.9)

67(1.4)

4. mel-i (ct4 6)/+

38

1.2

5. me!-i (ct46)/+; tbb-2(sb26)/+

84

37

6. mel-26(ct61sb4)

0.5

0

73(0)

39(0)

96(0)

97(0.2)

74(2.6)

89(0.4)

64(4.7)

3.7(17)

10. tbb-2(t1623)/+

96

74

11. mel-i (ct46)/+; tbb-2'ti623)/+

16

0.6

12. tbb-2('0r362)/+

98

95

13. mel-i 'ct46)/+; tbb-2(or362)/+

25

0

14.zyg-9(b244)

97

0

15. zyg-9(b244); tbb-2(sb26)

96

0

7. mel-26(ct61sb4); tbb-2(sb26)
8. mei-2(ct98)
9. me!-2(ct98); tbb-2(sb26)

'

Percentage of males among hatched embryos that survived to late larval stages.

bNot

determined.
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homozygotes. In contrast to the misaligned first mitotic spindle in mel-i (ct46gj) embryos,
mei-i(ct46gj); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant embryos have wild-type spindle morphology
and orientation at the first cleavage (Figure 6D).
The mel-26 gene is required for the post-meiotic down-regulation of mel-i and
mei-2 activity, and mutants in mel-26 result in mitotic spindle defects similar to meii(ct46g)9 (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Dow and Mains 1998). As expected, tbb2(sb26) also suppresses the embryonic lethality of mel-26 alleles, which is due to ectopic
MEI-1/MEI-2 activity. For example, amel-26 genetic null allele mel-26(ct61sb4) ((Dow
and Mains 1998) and see below) gave no hatching at 25° but when combined with tbb2(sb26), hatching increased to 39% at the same temperature (Table 2, line 6-7). The
genetic interactions between tbb-2(sb26) and mel-i (ct46gj) and mel-26 alleles indicate
that tbb-2(sb26) interferes with the ectopic MEI-1/MEI-2 activity in mitosis.
tbb-2(sb26) also interacts with mei-i and mei-2 in meiosis, where unlike the
above situation, the two genes normally function. Partial loss of mei-i or mei-2 result in
defects in meiotic spindle formation due to decreased microtubule-severing, and these
defects are enhanced by tbb-2(sb26). As shown in Table 2, line 8-9, the meiotic defect of
aweak mei-2(69 allele, ct98, resulted in 86% hatching at the non-permissive temperature
of 25°, but the mei-2(ct98); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant gave only 3.7% hatching,
indicating astrong enhancement of the meiotic defects. In C. elegans, spontaneous nondisjunction of the X chromosome results in anormal XO male, and thus the frequency of
males among the escapers is ameasure of meiotic failure (see Introduction). Normally,
about 0.2% of zygotes from a selfed hermaphrodite are male (Hodgkin and Brenner
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1977) but among the mei-2(608); tbb-2(sb26) escapers at 25°, 17% were male (Table 2,
line 9), indicating afailure in meiotic spindle function. Together, the genetic interactions
suggest that tbb-2(+) is required for mel-i and mei-2 function in both meiosis and mitosis
and thb-2(sb26) interferes with their overall function.
Other tbb-2 alleles that behave as recessive gf mutations with mitotic spindle
defects similar to mei-i(ct46g,f) have been described by other groups (Ellis et al. 2004;
Wright and Hunter 2003). tbb-2(t1623) and tbb-2(or362) failed to suppress mel-i (
ct46g)9,
but rather acted as dominant enhancers (Table 2, line 10-13).

This dominant

enhancement likely does not represent specific interactions but results from the fact that
these tbb-2 alleles and mci-i (ct46g1) both destabilize mitotic rnicrotubules.

Therefore,

tbb-2 interacts with mel-i and mei-2 in an allele-specific manner. In addition, tbb-2(sb26)
likely causes no significant alteration of the general dynamics of spindle microtubules,
since it does not genetically interact with zyg-9 or zyg-8 mutations that also destabilize
microtubules through katanin-independent mechanisms (Table 2, lines 14-15 and data not
shown).

thb-2(sb26) is again-of-function mutation
The low frequency of tbb-2 alleles in the mei-i(gf) suppressor screen ( 1/45,000
mutagenized haploid genomes (Clandinin and Mains 1993)) is about 20 times lower than
the typical forward mutation rate after ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis
(Anderson 1995). This suggests that sb26 might be agf rather than aif allele. Indeed, a
deficiency that uncovers the tbb-2 locus, sDfi3O, failed to suppress the maternal-effect
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lethality of mei-i(ct46g)9 although sb26/+ did so (Table 3, line 1-3). Ialso acquired two
tbb-2 internal deletion alleles, gk129 and gk130, from the C. elegans Gene Knockout
Consortium (see Materials and Methods). Both deletions are predicted molecular nulls
and produce no detectable protein on immunoblots of worm lysates with TBB-2-specific
antibodies (see below). Like the deficiency sDfi3O, the deletion allele gk129 failed to
suppress mci-i (ct46gj) (
Table 3, line 4). Together these genetic studies clearly indicate
that tbb-2(sb26) is agf suppressor of mci-i (ct46gt).
Rescue of mei-i(ct46g1) was weaker for sb26/+ than for sb26/sb26 (
Table 3, lines
2and 5), indicating that suppression depends either on the dose of sb26 and/or that the
wild-type allele competes with sb26. When the wild-type tbb-2 allele in me!-i (ct46gJ)/+;
tbb-2(sb26)/+ was removed and replaced with the molecular null gk129, suppression of
the mel-i (ct46g/) embryonic lethality ,
increased, although not to the extent of the
complete suppression seen with sb26/sb26 (
Table 3, lines 5and 7). This indicates that
the wild-type allele interferes with the mci-i (ct46gj)' suppression by sb26, and that
suppression is dependent on the sb26 dose.

tbb-2(sb26) does not prevent ectopic MEI-1/MEI-2 localization in inei-1(c146g1)
MET-i and MEI-2 localize exclusively to wild-type female meiotic spindles where
both proteins are found throughout the spindle with highest concentrations at the poles
and on meiotic chromatin (Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Srayko et al. 2000). In me!i(ct46g1) or mel-26 mutant embryos, MET-i and MET-2 ectopically localize to the
corresponding regions during mitosis (Figure 7A, C), disrupting mitotic spindle function
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Table 3.

Suppression of inei-1(ct46g/) by thb-2(s1i26) results from a gain-of-

function mutation.

Maternal Genotype

Percent Hatching (20 0)

1. mei-1(ct46g)q/+

39

2. met-i 'ct46g/+; tbb-2'sb26)/+

75

3. met-i 'ct46gJ/+; sDfi3O/+

7.6a

4. mel-i 'ct46g/+; tbb-2(gki29)/+

12

5. mel-i 'ct46gj/+; tbb-2'sb26)

99

6. met-i (ct46gJ/+; tbb-2'sb26,)/sDfi3O

73 a

7. mel-i 'ct46gJ/+; tbb-2('sb26)/tbb-2(gk129)

89

aCorrected for the 43% zygotic lethality resulting from the deficiency.
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Figure 7.

Mislocalization of MEl-i and MEI-2 to mitotic centrosomes and

chromosomes in mei-1(c146g1); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant embryos.
Indirect iminunofluorescence images of anti-MEl-1 staining in me!-i(ct46gj) shows
ectopic MEl-i expression (A) and mei-i(ct46gt); tbb-2(sb26), which continues to show
ectopic MEl-i staining (B). Similar results were seen with anti-MEI-2 staining in meli(ct46g)q (C) and mci-i (ct46g)); tbb-2(sb26) (
D).

Both MEl-i and MEI-2 localize to

mitotic spindle microtubules, centrosomes (open arrowheads), and chromosomes (white
arrowheads). The photograph in D was digitally deconvolved. Bar: lOjtm.
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(Clark-Maguire and Mains 1994a; Srayko et al. 2000). Iasked whether the suppression of
the mitotic spindle defects of me!-] (
ct46gj) by tbb-2(sb26) was due to absent (or reduced)
ectopic MEl- 1 and/or MEI-2 in the mitotic apparatus by staining the double mutant
embryos with MEl-i or MEI-2 specific antisera. However, the mitotic localization of
both MEl-i and MEI-2 persisted in the double mutant (Figure 7B, D). Therefore sb26
suppresses me!-] (ct46gf) mitotic defects despite the presence of ectopic MEI-1IMEI-2
protein. This suggests that sb26 interferes with MEI-i/MEI-2 mediated microtubule
severing via amechanism other than blocking localization or causing degradation of the
severing complex.

Identifying thb-2 as the gene harbouring sb26
sb26 was genetically mapped to a0.04 cM interval on LG III, between two cloned
markers, pat-3and mpk-1 (
P. Mains, personal communication). Because the sb26 mutant
has no visible phenotype by itself, standard positional cloning techniques, such as
germline transformation rescue, could not be applied. However, the C. elegans genome
project was close to its completion at the time these experiments were performed, and
this provided me the opportunity to use a candidate approach: sequencing candidate
genes in the interval to identity the gene that harbours the sb26 mutation.
The region between pat-3 and mpk-1 is covered with 10 overlapping cosmids
(www.wormbase.org). We searched the C. elegans sequence within this region and found
the 13-tubulin gene, tbb-2 (
C3 6E8 .
5) (
Gremke 1986) as alikely candidate. Sequencing of
tbb-2 genoniic DNA in sb26 mutants revealed asingle G to A transition at the 3' end of
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the coding region, resulting in a glutamic acid to a lysine change in the extreme Cterminus (439/450) (Figure 8). tbb-2 is one of six C. elegans f3 tubulin genes. Outside
the highly divergent isotype-specific C-terminal 20 amino acids, these tubulins show as
high as 99% amino acid identity (Figure 8).
The predicted gene structure in the C. elegans database (www.wormbase.org) was
confirmed by sequencing RT-PCR products (data not shown). A SL1 leader sequence
(Krause and Hirsh 1987) was trans-spliced onto the 5' end of the tbb-2 transcript, 5bp
before the start codon.

tbb-2(sb26) transgene rescued the mitotic defect of inei-1(ct46gJ)
It was conceivable that the lesion found in tbb-2 was an unrelated EMS-induced
mutation very tightly linked to sb26. To eliminate this possibility, Itransformed worms
with tbb-2(+) and tbb-2(sb26) genomic constructs (Materials and Methods).

One

transgenic line of tbb-2(+) and three independent lines of tbb-2(sb26) were obtained.
Wild-type worms carrying extrachromosomal arrays of either tbb-2(+) (sbEx 156) or the
mutant tbb-2(sb26) (
for example, sbEx145; the other two lines behaved similarly)
showed essentially wild-type hatching rates (Table 4, lines 2 and 3). As expected from
the genetic nature of tbb-2(sb26), only transgenic arrays made from sb26 mutant genomic
DNA rescued the embryonic lethality of mei-1(ct46gj), with hatching rates increasing
nearly 10-fold for tbb-2(sb26) compared to the control at 20° (Table 4, lines 1, 4and 5).
Two independent TBB-2: : GFP expressing lines (representing additional tbb-2(+) strains)
provided by S. Strome (University of Indiana, Bloomington) and A. Hyman (Max Planck,
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Figure 8. Alignment of protein sequences of TBB-2 and four other C. elegans f3tubulins.
Alignment of the sequences was performed using the Genetic Coorporation Group
(Madison, WI) Pileup program. Black shading indicates regions of identity to TBB-2.
The box above the C-termini indicates the region of TBB-2 used for immunization while
the shaded region of that box shows the peptide used for antisera affinity purification (see
Materials and Methods). The highlighted glutamic acid residue below the box is mutated
to lysine in tbb-2(sb26). The -tubulins are highly conserved throughout their sequences
except the most carboxyl terminal isotype-specific region. A predicted ORE TO4H1.9,
which shows

5O% similarity to the other 5 tubulins, is not included in this alignment

since no cDNA has yet been detected for this diverged isotype.
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Table 4. Suppression of rnei-1(c146g1) by thb-2(sb26) extragenic arrays.

Percent hatching
Maternal Genotype

15°C

20°C

mei-J(ct46gJ)

16

1.3

+; sbEx156[tbb-2(+)]

92

98

+;sbExJ45[tbb-2(sb26)]

100

99

mei-1(ct46gJ); sbEx156[tbb-2(+)]

16

2.2

mei-1(ct46g/); sbEx145[tbb-2(sb26)]

29

11
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Dresden) were also used in this study, and both failed to rescue mel-i (ct46)9 (
data not
shown). These results are consistent with the genetic property of sb26 as agftbb-2 allele
that suppresses mei-i(ct46g1), and this confirmed that the missense mutation identified in
the tbb-2 coding region does correspond to sb26.
Mutant tbb-2(sb26) transgenic arrays also enhanced mei-2(ct98) as did the native
sb26 mutation. However, we also observed an enhancement of mei-2(ct98) with tbb-2(+)
transgenic array (Table 5), suggesting adosage effect of this particular 13-tubulin isotype
in meiosis. This enhancement of mei-2(ct98) was also found with the TBB-2: : GFP lines
(data not shown).

TBB-2 is widely expressed throughout the worm life cycle.
Since tbb-2(+) is required for mel-i activity both in wild-type meiosis and in
mutant (
i.e., mel-i (ct46gj) or mel-26) mitosis, TBB-2 was expected to be acomponent of
the meiotic and early mitotic spindles, where it perhaps facilitates MEI-1/MEI-2
microtubule-severing activity. To explore the expression pattern of TBB-2, Igenerated
specific polyclonal antisera directed to anon-conserved region of 11 amino acids in the
C-terminus (Figure 8and Materials and Methods). Affinity-purified antisera recognized a
single band at the expected size of 50 kD on western blots of extracts made from gravid
hermaphrodites, and this band disappeared when blotting either of the two tbb-2 deletion
strains (Figure 9, lane 1-3), demonstrating antisera specificity. Furthermore, one of three
rabbits produced an affinity-purified antiserum that recognized the wild-type but not the
sb26 mutant protein (Figure 9, lane 5and 6).
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Table 5. tbb 2has adosage effect in meiosis.

Maternal genotype

Percentage hatching
25°C

mei-2(608)

75

+; sbEx156[tbb-2(+)]

90

+,. sbEx145[tbb-2(sb26)]

97

mei-2(608); sbEx156[tbb-2(+)]

41

mei-2(c198); sbEx145[thb-2(sb26)]

46
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Figure 9. Immunoblots of wild type, thb-2 deletion alleles and germ line absent (gip1) worms with affinity purified anti-TBB-2 antibodies, demonstrating their
specificities.
Twenty adult hermaphrodites of each genotype indicated were lysed and loaded per lane
(Materials and Methods). Lanes 1-4 were blotted with anti-TBB2-CL2, which detects
both wild-type and TBB-2(sb26) protein, while lane 5 and 6 were blotted with antiTBB2-CL3, which recognizes only wild-type but not the mutant sb26 protein. Lane 1:
wild type; Lane 2 and 3: tbb-2 deletion alleles g1c129 and gk130, respectively; Lane 4:
glp-1(q231), which has no mitotic germ cells, oocytes or fertilized embryos; Lane 5: wild
type; Lane 6: thb-2(sb26). The TBB-2 band is indicated by the arrow with its molecular
mass (in lcD) indicated.

N2
gk129
gk130
glp-1
N2
sb26

+
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Affinity-purified TBB-2 antisera were applied to fixed worm embryos and tissues.
Because mei-1 and mei-2 are both maternally-expressed genes functioning during very
early stages of embryogenesis, Ipredicted that TBB-2 is synthesized before fertilization.
To test this prediction, female gonads were dissected from gravid hermaphrodites, fixed
and stained with TBB-2 specific antisera and co-stained with ageneric monoclonal anticx-tubulin antibody to visualize microtubule structures. As expected, TBB-2 was
expressed throughout the female gonad, starting from the distal syncytial arm to the
proximal arm and maturing oocytes (Figure bA-C).
Inext examined TBB-2 expression in meiotic and early mitotic spindles, the
developmental stages at which the genetic interactions take place. Figure 1OD-F shows
TBB-2 localization in ameiosis metaphase Ispindle, in apattern identical to that of the
c-tubulin staining. Digital deconvolution microscopy was used to examine in detail TBB2 expression in mitotic spindles. As shown in Figure lOG-I, TBB-2 was expressed in
every subset of spindle microtubules recognized by the generic anti-a-tubulin antibody,
including kinetochore, interzone and astral microtubules.
TBB-2 expression persisted in mitotic spindles and centrosomes throughout
embryogenesis (data not shown), beyond the end of the temperature-sensitive period of
mel-i (
ct46gJ) (
Mains et al. 1990a).

Indeed, TBB-2 expression was not germline and

embryo specific, since the protein was also expressed (albeit at lower levels) in agip-]
mutant, which lacks germ line and fertilized embryos (Figure 9, lane 4). Finally, TBB-2
was detected post- embryonically in larval and adult neuronal tissues (Figure 10K). tbb-2
is therefore widely expressed throughout the worm life cycle. A TBB-2(sb26) specific
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Figure 10. TBB-2 immunolocalization indicates ubiquitous TBB-2 expression.
Dissected gonads and embryos were visualized by indirect immunofluorescence after
staining DNA with DAPI (A, D), anti-c-tubu1in (B, E, H) and anti-TBB-2 (C, F, I). TBB2was strongly expressed in the germline, starting from distal syncytial gonad arms (open
arrowhead in C) and was also seen in maturing oocytes (white arrowhead) and the
meiotic spindle (D-F). TBB-2 (I) is present in all mitotic spindle microtubules recognized
by the c-tubu1in (H) in the first cleavage spindle, as demonstrated by the digitally
deconvolved merged image (G; blue: DAPI). Post embryonic TBB-2 expression was
examined by anti-TBB-2 staining (K) and compared to anti-cL-tubulin staining (J). TBB-2
is strongly expressed in adult neurons (K). Bars: C, Iand K, 1Om; F, 2gm.
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Figure 11. TBB-2(sb26) expression in mitotic spindle.
Indirect immunofluorescence staining of a TBB-2(sb26) late anaphase first mitotic
spindle with anti-a-tubulin (A) and anti-TBB-2 (B). A merged image of A and B with
DAPI in blue is shown in (C). TBB-2(sb26) is expressed and incorporated into spindle
microtubules as much as wild-type TBB-2 (See Fig. 10, G-I).
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antibody (see Materials and Methods) showed the same expression pattern as wild-type
TBB-2 (Figure 11 and data not shown).

tbb-2 and thb-1 have overlapping functions during early embryonic development
In order to explore the function of tbb-2 during development, Iused RNAi (Fire et
al. 1998) to deplete maternal TBB-2 expression during embryonic development. Previous
studies reported that RNAi to individual maternally-expressed tubulins tbb-1, tbb-2, tba-1
and tba-2 resulted in complete embryonic lethality. However, these experiments used
dsRNAs corresponding to the entire tubulin coding regions (Fraser et al. 2000; Gonczy et
al. 2000). Immunostaining with anti-TBB-2 revealed that full-length tbb-1 (
RNAi) crossinterfered with tbb-2 (
data not shown) and likely with other f3-tubulin family members
since they share over 85% DNA sequence identity within their coding regions.
Since the DNA sequence similarities among the divergent 3' coding and 3 '-UTRs
of the worm f3-tubulins are significantly less (<50%), Iexamined tbb-2(o phenotypes
using gene-specific dsRNA targeted to the last 210 bp of the transcript.

This tbb-2-

specific RNAi reduced TBB-2 expression to levels nearly undetectable with TBB-2
antibodies (Figure 12F). However, 86% of thb-2(RNAi) embryos hatched and grew into
fertile adults (Table 6, line 1). It has been reported that reverse transcription primed from
the injected RNA can result in spreading of RNAi in a5' direction (
i.e., into regions of
tbb-2 that are conserved with other tubulin genes) (Lipardi et al. 2001), and perhaps a
low-level of cross suppression of other tubulins by the tbb-2 gene-specific RNAi may
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Figure 12. tbb-1 and thb-2 are redundant during embryogenesis.
Hermaphrodites were injected with gene-specific dsRNA and were stained with DAPI
(A, D, G), anti-c-tubu1in (B, • E, H) and anti-TBB-2 (C, F, I) and visualized by indirect
immunofluorescence. TBB-2 expression was reduced to near undetectable levels with
tbb-2(RNAi) (
F). However, microtubules as visualized with anti-ct-tubulin staining were
unaffected (E) compared to uninjected control (B). In embryos simultaneously treated
with tbb-1 and tbb-2 dsRNA (G, H, I), no microtubules were detected by anti-a-tubulin
antibody (H). Embryos arrested as one cell, with massive amounts of DNA (G). Bar: 10
uTh
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Table 6. TBB-1 and TBB-2 are redundant for embryonic development but
are not equally preferred for katanin activity.

Maternal genotype

Percent Hatching at 25°

1. tbb-2(RNAi)

86a

2. tbb-2(gk129)'

75

3. tbb-1(RNAi)

92a

4. tbb1(gk2O7)C

88

5. tbb-2(RNAi); tbb-1(RNAi)

Oa

6. tbb-2(gk129); tbb-1('RNAi)

0.5

7. tbb-2(sb26); tbb-1(RNAi)

85

8. mei-2(608) d

74

9. mei-2(ct98); tbb-2(RNAi)

1.7

10. me!-2(ct98); thb-2(gk129)

5.8

11. mei-2(ct98); tbb-1(RNAi)

71

12. mei-2(ct98); tbb-1(gk207)

60

aPercent hatching at 20°.
bgk129

is apredicted molecular null allele of tbb-2.

Cgk207

is apredicted molecular null allele of tbb-1.

d

mei-2(ct98) decreases but does not eliminate mei-2 activity.
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explain the low level of lethality we see. However, both of the tbb-2 deletion strains
showed asimilar level of embryonic lethality (Table 6, line 2and data not shown). Thus,
both our RNAi and the properties of the tbb-2 deletion alleles suggest aredundant role
for the 3-tubulins during embryonic development. Ellis et al. (2004) and Wright and
Hunter (2003) reported greater lethality for these same alleles, but this likely stemmed
from differences in genetic background; our stains were outcrossed as described in
Materials and Methods).
Among the six C. elegans 3-tubulin family members (Figure 8), tbb-1 (
KO1G5.7)
has the highest sequence similarity to tbb-2. TBB-2 and TBB-1 are 99% identical to each
other at the protein level, excluding their highly-divergent C-termini. In addition, tbb-1
and tbb-2 are the only two J3-tubulins expressed at a significant level in the germline
(Baugh et al. 2003; Reinke et al. 2000). Iused gene-specific RNAi to determine if tbb-1
is the 3-tubulin that functions redundantly with tbb-2 during early development. Like tbb2(RNAi), injection of dsRNA directed to the divergent 3' coding region plus 3 '-UTR of
tbb-1 showed only low levels of embryonic lethality, also similar to the level of lethality
associated with atbb-J deletion strain, gk207 (
Table 6, line 3). However, RNAi to both
tbb-1 and tbb-2 resulted in 100% embryonic lethality and completely abolished spindle
formation, and all embryos arrested without division (Table 6, line 4and Figure 12G, H,
I). Oocyte meiosis also failed as no polar bodies were seen. Similar results were obtained
by doing thb-](RNAi) in animals carrying atbb-2 deletion (Table 6, line 5). Therefore,
tbb-2 and tbb-1 function redundantly during embryonic development.
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TBB-1 and TBB-2 containing microtubules interact differently with MEI-i/MEI-2.
During meiosis, microtubules fully resistant to MEI-1IMEI-2 katanin activity
should result in meiotic defects similar to the complete loss of either mel-i or mei-2.
However, tbb-2(sb26) alone does not have any meiotic defects. It is possible that the
MEI-1/MEI-2-interfering property of TBB-2(sb26) is simply masked by the presence of
the functionally redundant TBB-1(+). Alternatively, TBB-2(sb26) may also permit some
MET- 1/MEI-2 activity even in the absence of TBB-1 (+). If the former is true, mel-i and
mci-2 if phenotypes might be expected when TBB-1 is depleted by RNAi in the tbb2(sb26) mutant. However, this only slightly increased the embryonic lethality (Table 6,
line 7). Since no other J3-tubulins are expressed at significant levels at this stage (Baugh et
al. 2003; Reinke et al. 2000), microtubules containing TBB-2(sb26) as the only t3-tubulin
component are still partially sensitive to katanin activity, thus favouring the latter model
above. However, the high survival rate associated with removal of TBB-2 by RNAi or the
tbb-2 null allele demonstrates that microtubules containing TBB-1 as the only f3-tubulin
isotype are also sensitive to MEI-1/MEI-2 (Table 6, lines 1-2).
In the absence of the sb26 mutation, it appears that microtubules are effective
katanin substrates whether they contain only TBB-1 or only TBB-2 as the -tubulin
component. However, since mel-i activity is present in excess during meiosis (Clandinin
and Mains 1993), microtubules containing either of the two J3-tubulin isotypes could
nonetheless differ in terms of their effectiveness in being MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin
substrates. We took advantage of the partial if mei-2 allele ct98, because in this sensitized
background, differences in the genetic interactions between the different tubulin isotypes
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and katanin can be monitored more easily. As shown in Table 6 (lines 8-10), removal of
TBB-2 by either anull mutation or RNAi in mei-2(ct98) animals substantially decreased
hatching. In contrast, removal of TBB-1 by RNAi or the null mutation had very little
effect (Table 6, lines 11-12). Therefore, MEI-1/MEI-2 interacts with microtubules more
efficiently when TBB-2 is present, revealing afunctional difference between the two 1
3tubulin isotypes. It is unlikely that this effect stems from TBB-2 being the more prevalent
embryonic isotype since both tbb-i and tbb-2 mRNAs accumulate to similar levels at this
stage (Baugh et al. 2003; Reinke et al. 2000), and Ellis et al. (2004) showed that TBB-1
expression is upregulated in tbb-2 null mutants. Therefore, although TBB-1 and TBB-2
isotypes can each support embryogenesis on their own, these data demonstrate that MET1/MEI-2 katanin interacts with the two tubulins differently in vivo.

II. GENETIC ANALYSIS OF tba-2(sb25) AND tha-2(sb27)

The other two extragenic suppressors of mel-i (ct46gt) found in the same genetic screen
as tbb-2(sb26) (
Clandinin and Mains 1993), sb25 and sb2 7were previously only roughly
mapped. sb27 was thought to be located on LG III and so both sb25 and sb27 were
suspected to represent the same locus as sb26 (
Clandinin 1992). Because all three
suppressors

are

semi-dominant,

complementation

tests

among

them

would

be

uninformative. Both sb25 and sb27 were later mapped to LG Iand were subsequently
found to be alleles of the tba-2 a-tubulin gene. Genetic analysis of these two suppressors
will be presented in this section.
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sb25 and sb27 are genetically similar to tbb-2(sb26)
sb25 and sb27, like tbb-2(sb26), lack visible phenotypes on their own, but both
effectively suppress the embryonic lethality, in a dose-dependent manner, of mel1(ct46gj), which has ectopic MET- 1/MEI-2 expression in mitosis (Table 7, lines 1-7). In
addition, both sb25 and sb27, like tbb-2(sb26), enhance the hypomorphic mutant me!2(ct98), which results in reduced meiotic MEI-1/MBI-2 activity (Table 7, lines 8-10).
Therefore, similar to tbb-2(sb26), both suppressors behave like they inhibit the general
function of MEI-1/MEI-2 at both meiosis and mitosis.
Whether these suppressors prevent the ectopic MEl-i and MEI-2 localization
caused by mei-1(ct46g1) was determined by staining double mutant embryos with antiMEl-i and anti-MEI-2. Neither sb25 nor sb27 affected the ectopic localization of MEl-i
or MEI-2 (Figure 13), suggesting that they likely interfere with the severing activity of
the complex rather than the ability of MEl- 1/MEI-2 to localize to microtubules. Thus
sb25 and sb2 7also resemble tbb-2(sb26) in this respect (Figure 7), suggesting that all
three suppressors act by similar mechanisms.

sb25 and sb27 are both tba-2 alleles
Using their suppression of mel-i (
ct46gj) lethality, both sb25 and sb27 were
genetically mapped to the right
between

two

arm

of LU I (rather than LU III as previously suspected),

cloned markers unc-101 and unc-59 (
Materials and Methods). Further SNP

mapping (Wicks

ci'

al. 200 1) indicated that gene(s) harbouring the suppressors are likely
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Table 7. Genetics of tba-2(sb25) and tba-2(sb27)
Embryonic hatching (%)
Maternal genotype

15°

200

25°

1. mei-1(ct46)

23

1.5

0

2. tba-2(sb25)

96

a

100

12

0

57

15

3. mei-1(ct46) tba-2(sb25)/mei-1(ct46) +
4. me!-i (ct4 6) tba-2(sb25)

75

5. tba-2(sb27)

97

6. mei-1(ct46) tba-2(sb27)/mei-i(ct46) +

98
15

0

55

12

7. mel-i (ct4 6) tba-2(sb27)

66

8. mei-2(ct98)

96

74

9. mei-2(ct98) tba-2(sb25)

98

43

10. mei-2(ct98) tba-2(sb27)

10

0.9

11. tbb-2(sb26)

98

97

12. tba-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26)

94

99

13. tba-2(sb27); tbb2(sb26)
14. mei-](W6) tba-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26)
'Not

88

44

(2 )b

99

(] 1)b

91

determined.

bPercent

male among survivors. In wild type, only 0.2% of self progeny are male
(Hodgkin and Brenner 1977).
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Figure 13.

Mislocalization of MEl-i and MEI-2 to mitotic centrosomes and

chromosomes in inei-1(ct46gJ); tba-2(sb25) and inei-1(ct46g1); tha-2(sb2 7) double
mutant embryos.
Indirect immunofluorescence images of anti-MEl-1 staining in mel-i (
ct46gf) shows
ectopic MET-i expression (A). Both me!-i(ct46gJ); tba-2(sb25) (
B) and mei-i(ct46gf);
tba-2(sb27) (C) continue to show ectopic MET-i staining. Similar results were seen with
anti-MEI-2 staining in mci-i (ct46gj) (
D), me!-i (ct46gf); tba-2(sb25) (
E) and me!i (ct46gJ); tha-2 (sb2 7). Both MEl- 1and MEI-2 localize to mitotic spindle microtubules,
centrosomes (open arrowheads), and chromosomes (white arrowheads). The photographs
in B-Fwere digitally deconvolved. Bar: 10pm.
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me!- I(ct46g1); tba-2(sb25)

mel-I (ct46g')
A

1)

A

A

mel-I (ct46gQ; lbe-2(sb27)
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in asingle cosmid, in which the a-tubulin gene tba-2 resides (Materials and Methods).
Genomic DNA of two candidates from the cosmid, tba-2 and pbs-2 (
a predicted
proteasome component), were PCR amplified from sb25 and sb27 mutants and
sequenced. Only one mutation was found in the tba-2 gene of each mutant and no
mutations were found in pbs-2. sb25 leads to aglutamic acid to lysine change at position
277, and the mutation in sb2 7results in aglutamic acid to lysine substitution at amino
acid 194 (Figure 14). Therefore, sb25 and sb2 7are both missense alleles of tba-2. The
fact that two independent mutations occur in the same coding region strongly supports
the notion that these represent the suppressors rather than closely linked unrelated
mutations. The identification of atubulin is also consistent with genetic studies of the two
suppressors and their similarity to tbb-2(sb26).

tba-2(sb25) and tba-2(sb27) are gf mutations
The semidominance of the two tba-2 alleles suggested that they, like tbb-2(sb26),
are likely gf alleles rather than if alleles of the ct-tubulin gene. Consistent with this,
removing one copy of tba-2 with the chromosomal deficiency dxDj2 did not suppress but
instead slightly enhanced mei-1 (
ct46g1) (
Table 8; lines 1-2), indicating that suppression
did not result from aloss of gene activity. sb25 and sb27 hemizygotes suppressed mei1(ct46gJ) to the same extent or slightly less than their homozygotes, but better than the
corresponding heterozygotes (Table

8,

lines

3-8).

These

data supports

the gf

interpretation of the suppressors. Again, these features of tba-2(sb25) and tba-2(sb27) are
similar to what Ifound for tbb-2(sb26).
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Figure 14. Alignment of TBA-1 and TBA-2.
TBA-1 and TBA-2 sequences were aligned using ClustalW program (EMBL-EBI). Black
shading indicates regions of identity between TBA-1 and TBA-2 sequence. Amino acid
sequence changes in each TBA-2 allele are the residues immediately above each arrow
and are changed to the indicated amino acids.
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TBA-1
TBA-2

ilVISIMVGQAGVQIGNACWELYCLERGIQPBGTMP SDOQA 'GSFTFFSDTG GYV
4REVISIHVGOAGVQIGNACWgLYCLEHGIQPDGTMP QSTNE GE SFTTFFSDTG G?.YV
sb116.K

TBA-1
TBA-2

61 PRSIFVDLEPTVVDEIRTGTYKKLFHPEQMITKWAANNYARGHYTVGKELIDTVLPRI
61 pRsIrvDLEpTVvDExRpGTy(KLpaptoMrTGKzDMNmRGH?TVGxELIDTvLDRI
sbll7" K

TBA-1
FBA- 2

121 RRLADNCSGLQGFFVFHSFGGGTGSGEI'SLLMERLSVDYGKKSKLEFSI?PAPQVSTAVV
121 RLADCsGtQcFFv{sFGGTGSGFrsLLMERLsvDYGKKsKLEFSIYPAPQvSTAvv
sb5l '. Y

TBA-1
TBA-2

181
PYNSIL?TMTTLSMSDCAFNVDNEAIYDICRR1L
18. EPYtSILTTHTTLEHSDCAF4VDNEAIYICRRNL

•RPSYTt4LNRIISQVVSSITASL
RPSYTNLNRIISQVVSSITASL

sb27'.K
TI3A-1
TBA-2

241 RFDGALNVDLNEFQTNLVPYPE.IMFPLMYTPLISA KAYMEALSV DiTNSCFEPANQ
KYHEALSVS0iTSCFEPAN.
241 1rDGALNVOLNtrQTNLV?Y?RIIIF?LAAYTPLIS
sb25*K

TA- 1
T1A-2

301 \rCDeRHGKYMAVCLLYRGDVVeKDVNTAIAAlKTKRTIQFVDWC?TGFKVGINYQPPTV
301 '/KCDPRHGKYMAVCLLY!kGDVVPKDVNTAIAA1KTKRTIQFVDWCPTGFKVGINQPPTV

T13A-1
TI3A-2

361 VPGGDLAKVPRAVCMLSNTTAXABAWSRLDYKFDkMYAKRAFVHWYVGEGMEEGEFTEAS
361 VPGGDLAKVPRAVCMLSNTTAIABAWSRLDYKE'D

TEA-i
TBA-2

421
DLAALEKDYEEVGADSNEGG EEEGEEY
421 EDLAALEKDYEEVGADSNGG EEEGEEY
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Table 8. sb25 and sb27 are both gain-of-function suppressors of rnei1(cE46g1).
Maternal genotype

Embryonic hatching at 20°

(%)
1. mei-i(ct46)/+

27

2. mel-i (ct4 6) tba-2(+)/+ dxDJ2

12 0

3. mel-i 'ct46) tba-2'sb25)/+ +

4,4

4. mel-i (ct46) tba-2(sb25)/+ tba-2('sb25)

90

5. me!-i ('ct46) tba-2'sb25)/+ dxDJ2

78a

6. mel-i (ct46) tba-2'sb27)/+ +

42

7. mel-i (ct46) tba-2'sb27)/+ tba-2(b27)

78

8. mel-i (ct46) tba-2'sb27)/+ dxDJ2

70a

aCorrected for the 32% lethality of dxDJ2.
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Microtubules resistant to katanin activity cause meiotic defects
Microtubules showing complete resistance to MEI-1/MEI-2 activity would result
in the meiotic failure characteristic of mei-1 or mei-2 null alleles. However, the tba-2
alleles selected as suppressors of ectopic MEI-1IMEI-2 activity have no phenotypes of
their own. Therefore, in the presence of either of the c'-tubulin suppressors, the resistance
to MEI-1/MEI-2 activity is only partial. In Section I, asimilar argument was made in the
context of tbb-2(sb26) and was supported by RNAi studies (see above). The partial
suppression of MEI-1/MEI-2 activity by the tba-2 alleles might be compensated by the
excess meiotic MEI-1IMEI-2 activity (Clandinin and Mains 1993) so that single aor
tubulin mutant will not have any visible meiotic defect.
Ispeculated that the effect of combining an a-tubulin and f3-tubulin suppressor
mutation would be additive. If this is true, double mutants of aand j3-tubulin suppressors
may have meiotic defects similar to mei-1/mei-2 null or strong

if mutants. Indeed, tba-

2(sb27); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant adults are healthy, with normal brood sizes but
generated only 56% viable embryos at 25° (
Table 7, line 13). As shown in Figure 15, a
tba-2(sb27); tbb-2(sb26) embryo showed normal pronuclear fusion and a normal first
mitotic spindle aligned on the anterior-posterior axis and divided asymmetrically, as in
wild type. However, abnormally large polar bodies often formed at the anterior (Figure
15D-F), and such embryos would likely die due to aneuploidy resulting from the meiotic
defect. Among the survivors at 25°, there was also a high incident of males (Him)
phenotype (Table 7, line 13), which is indicative of meiotic failure leading to nondisjunction, giving rise to XO males (Hodgkin and Brenner 1977).
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Figure 15. Meiotic phenotype of the tha-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant.
Shown are DIC images of the first cell division of wild-type (A-C) and tba-2(305); tbb2(sb26) embryos (D-F) at 25°. In tha-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26) embryos, female and male
pronucleus migrate normally to the centre of the embryos and then rotate

900

(
D), the first

mitotic spindle is aligned longitudinally (E), and the cell divides asymmetrically into a
larger anterior daughter and a smaller posterior daughter (F). All of these features
resemble those of wild type. However, tba-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26) embryos often have
abnormally large polar bodies (white arrow, compare D-F to A-C), indicating meiotic
defects. Bar: 10 tm.
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WI

tba-2(sb27);
tbb-2(sb26)
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Animals doubly mutant for tba-2(sb25) and tbb-2(sb26) do not have obvious
meiotic defects like tba-2(sb27); tbb-2(sb26). However, they also behave as if their
microtubules are more resistant to katanin activity than the single mutants since the meli(ct46gj) mitotic defects were almost completely suppressed in this genetic background,
giving rise to 91% hatching at the restrictive temperature (Table 7, line 14), as compared
to 15% hatching for mel-i (ct46) tba-2(sb25) and 67% for mel-i (ct4 6); tbb-2(sb26). In
these embryos, MEl-i and MEI-2 ectopic localization also persisted (data not shown),
further suggesting that the tubulin suppressors do not affect sub cellular localization of the
MEl- 1/MEI-2 complex.

TBA-2 and TBA-1 interact differently with MEI-1/MEI-2
In Section I, Ireported that mei-i/mei-2 showed different genetic interactions with
the two redundant -tubulin isotypes, thb-i and thb-2, suggesting that niicrotubules
containing the TBB-2 isotype are preferred for the niicrotubule-severing activity of MEli/MEI-2. Ialso asked whether TBA-2 is the favoured ct-tubulin isotype for the activity of
MEI-i/MEI-2. RNAi studies reported by others revealed redundant roles of the only two
maternal

a-tubulins

that

are

expressed

at

significant levels

during

embryonic

development (Phillips and Bowerman, personal communication, (Baugh et al. 2003), I
also observed this (Table 9, lines 1-3). Therefore, Iagain used the partial if allele mel2(ct98) to lower meiotic MEI-1/MEI-2 activity and examined the effects of depleting
either TBA-1 or TBA-2 by RNAi. Depleting TBA-2 in mei-2(c198) strongly enhanced its
meiotic defects and lethality, while depletion of TBA- 1had only asmall effect (Table 9,
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Table 9. MEI-1/MEI-2 prefers TBA-2.
Maternal genotype

Embryonic hatching at 25°

1. tba-1(RNAi)

89

2. tba-2(RNAi)

77

3. tba-2(RNAi); tba-1(RNA1)

0

4. mei-2(ct98)

71

5. mei-2(ct98); tba-1(R]'/Ai)

55

6. mei-2(ct98); tba-2(RNAi)

8

7. tbb-J(gk207)

94

8. tbb-2(gk129)

65

9. tba-1 (RNA1); tbb-1(gk207)

92

10. tba-2 (RNAi); tbb-1(gk207)

81

11. tba-1 (RNAz); tbb-2(gk129)

60

12. tba-2(RNAz); tbb-2(gk]29)

63

13. tbb-2(sb26)

97

14. tba-1 (RNAz); tbb-2(sb26)

87

15. tba-2(RNAz); tbb-2(sb26)

65

(%)
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lines 4-6). This suggests the katanin activity of MBI-1/MEI-2 prefers microtubules
containing aparticular cx-tubulin isotype, TBA-2. Therefore, MET- 1/MEI-2 also interacts
differentially with superficially similar a-tubulin isotypes. These different effects were
unlikely to result from differential expression of the two isotypes since both transcripts
accumulate to asimilar level in the germline (Baugh et al. 2003; Reinke et al. 2000).
The viability of tba-2(1RNAi) indicates that the preference of MEI-1/MEI-2 for
TBA-2 is not absolute, and so microtubules containing only TBA-1 must be severable
when MEI-1/MEI-2 is not limiting. As discussed above, this is also true for microtubules
containing only TBB-1, which can serve as MEI-1/MEI-2 substrates when the preferred 1
3
isotype, TBB-2, is eliminated by either mutation or RNAi in an otherwise wild-type
background. Iasked if removal of both preferred isotypes, TBA-2 (by RNAi) and TBB-2
(using adeletion mutant), resulted in microtubules that are resistant to wild-type levels of
MEI-1/MEI-2 activity. However, in the absence of both of the two preferred tubulin
isotypes, TBB-2 and TBA-2, embryos developed normally, without showing increased
lethality relative to the single depletions or any obvious meiotic spindle defects (Table 9,
line 12), suggesting that the pair is not absolutely required when MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin is
not limiting.
To determine if there was arequirement for one particular type of a/13 heterodimer
for viability, we used thb-1 and tbb-2 deletion alleles in combination with tba-1 (
RNAi)
and tba-2(RNAi) to deplete the other pairwise aand

13 tubulin combinations. As shown in

Table 8, we found that removing any combinations of aand

0isotypes did not decrease

hatching rates and resulted in relatively normal development. No obvious meiotic defects
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were observed (Table 9, lines 7-12). Therefore, the presence of one cand one 1
3 isotype,
regardless of which two, suffices. Wright and Hunter (2003) have recently reported
similar results, although the level of viability reported for thb-2 depletion (by both RNAi
and using the same deletion mutants that we employed) was considerably lower than
ours. This may result from background differences in the strains (see Materials and
Methods for how we outcrossed the deletion mutants).

III. IN VITRO SEVERING OF C. ELEGANS MICROTUBULES BY KATANIN

tbb-2(sb26) suppresses niitotic defects of mei-1 (ct46gf) but does not do so by
preventing ectopic spindle localization of MEl-i and MEI-2, suggesting microtubules
containing this mutant 13-tubulin are resistant to MEI-l/MEI-2 severing activity. I
collaborated with Dr. F. McNally (University of California, Davis) to address this
hypothesis. Because MEl-i and MEI-2 were not efficiently expressed in baculovirus in
soluble forms, expressed human katanin was used. Two types of assay had been
previously developed to quantify the rate of microtubule disassembly in the presence of
katanin: real-time microscopic visualization of depolymerization of microtubules
containing

fluorophore-labeled

tubulin

on

a glass

surface

or

solublization

of

microtubules by katanin as assayed by pelleting microtubules by centrufugation
(McNally and Vale 1993). The first assay is the most sensitive and ideal for kinetic
measurements,

but

it

demands

communication; see Discussion).

taxol-free

microtubules (F.

McNally,

personal
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F. McNally suggested a protocol for purifying large quantities of taxol-free
microtubules from C. elegans lysates. However, this was not successful (data not shown).
Others have also failed to isolate C. elegans microtubules by taxol-free methods (F.
McNally, personal communication). Ithen purified taxol-stabilized microtubules from
wild-type and tbb-2(sb26) animals (Materials and Methods). These microtubules were
assayed with the pelleting method but showed no obvious difference in depolymerization
rate in the presence of human katanin. This is perhaps not surprising because the assay
may not pick up small differences between wild-type and tbb-2(sb26) microtubules,
especially since the latter are only partially resistant to MEI-l/MBI-2 in vivo. (
see
Discussion)
An alternative way that tbb-2(sb26) could suppress ectopic MEI-1/MEI-2
severing is that it could result in intrinsically more stable microtubules. According to this
model, sb26 microtubules might depolymerize more slowly in a cold environment
(Hannak et al. 2002). However, wild-type and sb26 embryos showed similar length and
organization of their mitotic spindles after different time periods of cold-induced
depolymerization (data not shown). In addition, tba-2(sb27); tbb-2(sb26) double mutant
embryos, which result in even stronger resistance to MEl- 1/MEI-2 activity, did not show
visible differences in the cold-induced microtubule depolymerization assay as compared
to wild type (data not shown). Furthermore, tbb-2(sb26) does not genetically interact with
the if zyg-9 allele b244 (
see Section I), amutation that results in amei-1 (ct46g)9 like
mitotic phenotypes due to loss of a microtubule-stabilizing protein (Kemphues et al.
1986; Matthies et al.

1996). This again suggests that sb26 specifically inhibits
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microtubule severing activity of the MBI-1/MEI-2 katanin complex rather than altering
general microtubule dynamics.

IV. CLONING sb5l AND GENETIC ANALYSIS OF THE tha-2 LOCUS

sb51 is amutation isolated from agenetic screen for dominant, ts maternal-effect lethal
mutations (the same type of screen isolated mel-i (
ct46gt) and mel-26) and it results in
embryos with abnormal mitotic spindles, similar to those seen with mel-i (ct46gj) and
inel-26. sb51 was previously assigned the gene name mel-45 (
Mitenko et al. 1997). It
enhances if mutants of me!-] and mei-2 as well as me!-i (ct46gf) and mel-26 mutations (P.
Mains, unpublished), suggesting its role in both meiosis and mitosis. The mutation was
mapped to the right arm of LG Ibetween unc-101 and unc-59, the region that includes
tha-2. The lack of appropriate genetic markers in the region and sb51 dominance
complicated the cloning of sb5i.

sb5l embryos have meiotic and mitotic spindle defects
Because sb5i defects were not characterized in detail before this study, I
performed microscopic analysis of the mutant phenotype. Progeny embryos from sb5i
heterozygous hermaphrodites grown at the non-permissive temperature were analyzed by
Nomarski time-lapse videorecording and tubulin immunolocalization to visualize spindle
morphology. As shown in Figure 16, embryos showed meiotic (7/11) and mitotic ( 15/15)
spindle defects similar to those caused by mutations in other genes known to reduce
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Figure 16. sb5l mutant embryos have both meiotic and mitotic spindle defects.
Meiotic and mitotic phenotypes at the restrictive temperature of sb5l heterozygotes are
shown. (A,C) a-tubulin staining was used to visualize spindle structures with DAPI
indicating morphologies of chromosomes. (B, D) Nomarski images of a pronuclear
ftision stage embryo and one in its first mitosis, respectively. Meiotic spindle poles in
sb5l heterozygotes are not focused (A, compare to Fig. 10, D-E), and this will often lead
to multiple maternal pronuclei at the stage of pronuclear migration and fusion (B). In
these embryos, mitotic spindles are always aligned on the transverse axis and have short
aster microtubules (C, D).
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niicrotubule stability (Matthews et al. 1998; Segbert et al. 2003; Srayko et al. 2000),
suggesting defects in sb5l microtubule structure. In these embryos, female meiotic
spindles were poorly organized (Figure 16C), often resulting in abnormal polar body
extrusion (6/11) and multiple maternal pronuclei (5/11) during pronuclear migration. The
subsequent mitotic spindles are always (
15/15) displaced from their normal anteriorposterior axis on to the dorsal-ventral axis, in the posterior of the embryo. There were
fewer kinetochore spindle fibers and smaller asters (Figure 16D). sb5l homozygotes were
reported to be fertile (Mitenko et al. 1997). However, further examination of the mutant
worms revealed that homozygous sb5l adults showed a fully penetrant sterility at all
temperatures. The germlines of sb5l bomozygotes have no mature oocytes and very few
pachytene stage nuclei (data not shown).

sb5l is atha-2 allele
SNP mapping narrowed the region containing sb5l (
Materials and Methods) to 22
cosmids that contained the likely candidate, tba-2. Sequencing of the tba-2 genomic
DNA in the sb5l mutant worms identified asingle missense mutation resulting in aserine
to tyrosine change at position 168 (Figure 14). Therefore, mel-45(sb5l) has been renamed
tba-2(sb5l).
Since tba-2(sb5l) shows dominant spindle defects, it likely represents a gf
mutation. A deficiency of the region, dxDfl, shows 68% hatching (Table 10, line 9),
eliminating the possibility that tba-2 is haploinsufficient. If sb5l results in a "poison"
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Table 10. sb5l is again-of-function allele of tha-2.
Embryonic hatching
Maternal genotype
1. tba-1(RNA1)

15°

25°

a

89

2. tba-2(RNAz)
3. tba-2('sb5l)/+
4. tba-2(sb5l)

(%)

77
44
sterile

5. tba-2(sb5l)/+; tba-J(RNAz)

6.1
sterile
0

6. tba-2(sb5l)/+; tba-2(RNAz)

59

7. tba-2(sbll6sb5l)/+

98

99

8. tba-2(sbll7sb5l)/+

98

98

9. +/dxDJ2

68

68

10. tba-2(sb5l)/dxDJ2

0

sterile

11. tha-2(sb5l)/tba-2(sbll6sb5l)

0

sterile

12. tba-2(sbll6sb5l)/dxDJ2

87'

sterile

13. tha-2(sbll6sb5l)

45C

14. tba-2(sbll7sb5l)

80

aNot

determined.

b corrected

for the 32% lethality of dxDj2

Cn = 200

500 All others >500

27
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gene product, the deleterious effects should be blocked by reducing the gene's
expression.
The redundancy between the tba-1 and tba-2 a-tubulins allowed me to test
whether depleting tba-2 expression (which in itself is not lethal) in sb5l heterozygous
hermaphrodites could rescue the mutant defects in their progeny. Indeed, when Iused
isotype-specific RNAi to knock down tba-2 expression in tba-2(sb5l)I+ mutant
hermaphrodites, embryonic lethality was efficiently suppressed. In contrast, RNAi to the
other a-tubulin, tba-1, enhanced the lethality (Table 10, lines 1-6). This confirms that
sb5l represents agfmutation in the tba-2 cx-tubulin gene.

Isolating intragenic revertants of tha-2(sb5l)
The alleles of tba-2 described thus far, sb25, sb27 and sb5l, are all gf mutations.
Based on the RNAi results, Iinfer that null alleles would be viable. To confirm that the
viability of tba-2(RNAi) approximates astrong

if phenotype, Ireverted the dominant ts

sb5l lethality to look for cis-linked intragenic revertants (Materials and Methods). Two
mutations tightly linked to sb5l were isolated. Sequencing confirmed that both
represented intragenic revertants: in addition to the parental sb5l lesion, sbll6sb5l
contains aglutamate to lysine change at position 22 and sbll 7sb51 has aglutamate to
lysine change at position 69 (Figure 14). Both alleles completely reverted sb5l dominant
lethality and are homozygous fertile (Table 10, lines 7-8 and 13-14). sbll6sb5l was
healthier, with viability similar to that of tba-2(RNAi) at
analysis.

250

and was chosen for further
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sbll 6sb51 behaves similar to achromosomal deficiency that removes the tba-2
region: sb5l/sbll6sb5l and sb5l/dxDJ2 both showed complete sterility at 25°, like sb5l
homozygotes (Table 10, lines 4, 9-11). In addition, both sbll6sb5l and dxDJ2 showed a
slight dominant suppression of sb5l: unlike the parental mutation sb5l, which is
homozygous sterile at all temperatures, both trans-heterozygotes were leaky sterile at

150.

However, these embryos produced by both trans-heterozygotes show 100% lethality
(Table 10, lines 10-1 1). This indicates that the sb5l phenotype depends on the dosage of
the defective product. Although sbll6sb5l is genetically similar to dxDJ2, it is likely not
agenetic null of tha-2: sbll6sb5l/dxDJ2 is more severe than tba-2(RNAi) and sbll6sb5l
homozygotes also give lower viability than tba-2(RNAi) animals, suggesting, in view of
the previous results, that sbll6sb5l may retain some residual sb5l poison activity.

V. A SYSTEM ACTS IN PARALLEL TO MEL-26 TO INACTIVATE POSTMEIOTIC MEI-1/MEI-2 ACTIVITY

inel-26 has only one essential target
Degradation of MEl- 1 (and likely MEI-2) is likely mediated by aubiquitination
pathway, involving CUL-3, the cullin component of the ubiquitin E3 ligase and the
ubiquitin like molecule NEDD8, which recruits E2 conjugating enzyme to E3 ligase
when coupled to cullins (Kawakami et al. 2001; Kurz et al. 2002; Pintard et al. 2003 a).
Disrupting cul-3 or rfl-1, which encodes the NEDD8 conjugating enzyme, gives rise to
embryos with mitotic spindle defects similar to those seen in mel-i (ct46g)q or mel-26.
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The spindle defects in mel-26, cul-3 and rfl-1 embryos can be rescued by depleting MEl1 (Kurz et al. 2002). However, in contrast to the lethality associated with mei-1(ct46gj) or
mel-26, which is suppressed by the tubulin mutation tbb-2(sb26), rfl-1 lethality is not
(Table 11, lines 1-6). rfl-1 lethality is also not suppressed by ct98 (
Table 11, line 7), aif
allele of mei-2 that dominantly suppresses both mei-1(ct46g)9 and mel-26 (
Mains et al.
1990a). These results suggest that rfi-1 regulates essential targets other than MET-i and
mel-26 is specifically required for MEl-i regulation downstream of rfi-1 (
Figure 17).
Consistent with these ideas, rfl-1 mediated neddylation also regulates several actin based
processes, such as membrane ruffling during cell divisions (Kurz et al. 2002). These
genetic studies are consistent with the recent discovery that MEL-26 belongs to afamily
of BTB domain- contain proteins that function as specific substrate adaptors for ubiquitin
E3 ligases (Furukawa et al. 2003; Pintard et al. 2003b; Xu et al. 2003). Our genetic data
suggest that although rfl-1 has targets other than those E3 ligase complexes that contain
MEL-26, the only essential target of MEL-26 is MET-i (Figure 17).

Complete loss of MEL-26/MEI-1 interactions is not lethal
The mel-i (
ct46gJ) mutation alters the PEST sequence of MET-i (Clark-Maguire
and Mains 1994b), amotif thought to promote protein degradation via ubiquitination
(Rechsteiner and Rogers 1996). Depleting mel-26 activity by RNAi does not enhance
mel-i (ct46g)9 (
Table ii, lines 1, 8-9). This suggests that the ct46gf mutation completely
abolishes the interaction of MET-i and MEL-26, since loss of mel-26 does not further
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Table 11. rnel-26 functions only to down-regulate inei-1 and me!-2.
Maternal phenotype

1. mei-1(ct46g1)

% hatching
15°

25°

23

0

2. mei-1 (ct46g)q; tbb-2(sb26)
3. rnel-26(ct6lsb4)

66
18

4. mel-26(ct6lsb4); tbb-2(sb26)

0
40

5. rfl-1(orl98)

0

6. tbb-2(sb26) rfi-1(or198)

0

7. me!-2(ct98); rfl-1(0r198)

0

8. mel-26(RNAi)

26

9. mel-i 'ct46gJ; mel-26(RNAi)

27

10. mel-26(ct61sb4+RNAi)

24

0.5
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Figure 17. Refined genetic pathway regulating MEl-i degradation
rfl-1 and cul-3 function in the ubiquitination pathway to regulate MEl-i degradation and
the actin cytoskeleton. mel-26 is solely required for mel-i regulation, its only essential
target. mbk-2 plays arole in degradation of multiple maternal proteins, including MET-i.
Whether mbk-2 regulates MEI-2 degradation directly is not known, nor is precisely how
mbk-2 impinges on the ubiquitination pathway (dotted lines).
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exacerbate the mei-1(ct46gJ) phenotype. This genetic argument is also supported by
yeast-two hybrid results of ourselves and others that MEL-26 failed to interact with METl(ct46g1) (
Furukawa et al. 2003; Pintard et al. 2003b; Xu et al. 2003), suggesting that the
presence of aPEST sequence is required for MEL-26 binding to the substrate.
The mel-26(ct61sb4) is a C-terminal truncation recovered from a screen for
revertants of ct6l, adominant gf allele (Dow and Mains 1998). Deficiency tests suggest
ct61sb4 is anear null mutation at 25°(Dow and Mains 1998). Interestingly, neither mel26(ct6lsb4) nor mel-26(RNAi) embryos showed 100% lethality at
suggest that both cases result in residual activity at

150,

150.

This could

but performing mel-26(RNAi) in

amel-26(ct6lsb4) background did not further reduce hatching: close to 20% hatch and
develop into fertile adults in all three situations (Table 11, line 1, 3and 10). This suggests
that either the presence of MET-i activity in mitosis is not completely lethal at lower
temperatures or amel-26 independent pathway exists and degrades some of MEl- 1at 15°.
My preliminary results of MET-i immunostaining in mel-26 at

150

indicate that the latter

model is correct (data not shown).

VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF NEWLY IDENTIFIED MEIOSIS DEFECTIVE
MUTANTS

The B. Bowerman lab (University of Oregon, Eugene) performed arecessive maternaleffect ts lethal screen for mutations affecting the first mitotic division. Mutants that
displayed only visible meiotic defects were also recovered from the same screen and
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were sent to me (Table 12 and Figure 18). A total of 9meiotic-defective mutants were
received and my studies of these mutants will be summarized in this section.

or349 is an allele of inei-i
It is reasonable to speculate that the mutants are alleles of mel-i or mei-2. Since
all of them are recessive mutants, complementation analysis with mel-i or mei-2 if alleles
was first performed (Materials and Methods). Surprisingly, only one of the newly
identified mutants, or349, failed to complement mei-1. The rest likely define new loci
required for female meiosis.

or548 is an allele of pod-i
or548 was first SNP mapped to LG III and was subsequently placed on the very
right end of the chromosome (Materials and Methods). The small region where or548
mapped, included cyk-4, aRho GAP (GTPase activating protein), and pod-1, acoroninlike gene, both of which are required for actin organization during mitotic divisions
(Jantsch-Plunger et al. 2000; Rappleye et al. 1999). However, mutant embryos of both
have multiple female pronuclei at the stage of pronuclear migration, likely resulting from
abnormal membrane excision during polar body extrusion (meiotic cytokinesis). or548
failed to complement the null allele of pod-1 at the restrictive temperature, indicating that
it represents ats if allele of the coronin-like gene.
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Table 12. Summary of mapping, cloning and characterization of meiosis mutants.
mutant
or349

complements mei-i
and mei-2
not mel-i

dominant interactions
with mel-i or mei-2 null
n.d.

LG mapping
data
n.d.

gene
identity
mei-i

or447

yes

weak with mel-i (null)

IV

Hp-18

or475

yes

no

I

n.d.

or494

yes

weak with mei-2 (null)

not on I

n.d.

or520

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

or546

yes

no

V or X

n.d.

or548

n.d.

no

III

pod-1

or567

n.d.

n.d

n.d.

n.d.

or520 and or567 are leaky.
n.d.

-

Not determined.
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Figure 18. Phenotypes of newly identified meiosis defective mutants
Shown are two examples of the newly isolated meiosis defective mutants. All mutants
have meiosis-specific defects causing either multiple maternal pronuclei (arrow in upper
panel) or abnormal polar body extrusion (arrow head in lower panel). or349 was later
found to be amei-1(lj) allele. or447 is amutant of the meiosis-specific kinesin klp-18.

III

or349

or447
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klp-18(0r447) defines the

mei-3

locus

or447 was genetically mapped to the middle right of LG IV. The mutation is
located in avery small interval between two closely linked markers, dpy-20 and bli-6
(Materials and Methods). Within this 0.11 cM interval, the kinesin-like gene klp-18 was
the most favoured candidate because of the obvious similarities between or447 and ldp18(RNAi) embryos, such as multiple small female pronuclei and enlarged polar bodies
(Figure 18). The Hp-18(RNAi) demonstrated that the gene is specifically required for
acentrosomal meiotic spindle formation (Segbert et al. 2003). Hp-18 was previously
referred to as the mei-3 locus (0. Bossinger personal communication). or447 was sent to
S. Strome (University of Indiana, Bloomington), and sequencing identified mutations
leading to two amino acid changes in KLP-18, valine to methionine at position 854 and
glycine to s&1ine at position 876. Both changes are in the last coiled-coil domain of the
kinesin. or447 is the first Hp-18 mutation identified.

or475 maps to alocus near mci-i
or475 was genetically mapped to LG I. Three-factor crosses placed it to the
general

region

near

mci-i

complemented both mel-i

and

mei-2

(
Materials

and

Methods).

Since

or475

and mei-2, it likely represents a new locus. Three

chromosomal deficiencies, covering almost the entire interval, complement or475.
Extensive SNP mapping with many polymorphism markers throughout the region yielded
ambiguous results on recombinant populations (Materials and Methods). Therefore, SNP
mapping of individual recombinants should help locate or475.
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Discussion

Formation of the meiotic spindle and cleavage mitotic spindle is under strict
control in the one cell C. elegans embryo. The question of what regulates the formation
of the small, cortically juxtaposed meiotic spindles led to the discovery of the
microtubule-severing complex containing MET-i and MEI-2. Although MET-i and MEl2, like their human hornolog katanin, have been shown to disassemble interphase
microtubules when co-expressed in Hela cells, the exact role of this complex in vivo
remained obscure. Identification of additional players in the pathway might clarify MET1/MEI-2 function. In an initial mel-i (ct46/) suppressor screen, the only two extragenic
suppressors were both mei-2 alleles (Mains et al. 1990a). However, this result did
highlight the value of using modifier genetics to identify new components in the pathway.
Another type of mel-i (ct46g)9 suppressor screen, designed to look for extragenetic
suppressors (the previous screen resulted in avery high frequency of intragenic events),
isolated three new extragenic mutations (at avery low frequency), but these were not
further characterized (Clandinin and Mains 1993). These suppressors, sb25, sb26 and
sb2 7were interesting since they show reciprocal interactions with mel-i (ct46g,f) and mel1(lJ): all three mutations effectively suppressed mutations causing ectopic MEI-1/MEI-2
activity in adose-dependent manner but enhanced mutations resulting in compromised
MEI-1/MEI-2 activity in meiosis (Tables 2and 7). This reciprocal effect on gf and if of
mel-i suggested that the gene(s) harbouring the mutations were essential for mel-i and
mei-2 function, regardless of when they are expressed.
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All three suppressors lack visible phenotypes, and this made the cloning difficult.
sb26 is the strongest suppressor and was the first to be mapped. Initial mapping of sb25
and sb27 was proved to be misleading due to weak suppression of mei-i(ct46gj) and
complications in the genetic background (data not shown). All three suppressors were
previously thought to represent a single locus on chromosome III (Clandinin 1992).
Further genetic mapping located sb26 nearby the f3-tubulin gene tbb-2. Sequencing
identified a glutamic acid to lysine amino acid change in TBB-2 in the sb26 mutant
(Figure 8). Gene identity was then confirmed using germline transformation; only the
genomic sequence of tbb-2 containing the sb26 mutation rescued mel-i (
ct46gf) maternaleffect lethality when transformed into the germline (Table 4). sb25 and sb27 were both
subsequently mapped to asmall region on chromosome Iusing high density snip-SNP
technology (Wicks et al. 2001). Again, acandidate approach was taken and niissense
mutations were found in the tba-2 a-tubulin in both sb25 and sb27 (
Fig. 14) Hence, all
three extragenic mei-i(gj) suppressors are missense mutations in tubulins, and this
demonstrates that interactions with microtubules are crucial for MBI-1IMBI-2 activity in
C. elegans embryos.

All tubulin suppressors result in spindle microtubules that appear partially
insensitive to severing
In the presence of any of the three tubulin mutations, ectopic MBI-1IMBI-2
activity is suppressed. In addition, although none of the three mutations alone causes any
phenotype, meiotic spindle defects were obvious when they are combined with if mutants
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of me!-] and mei-2, mutations causing meioic defects that likely result from decreased
microtubule severing (Tables 2and 7). Furthermore, even in abackground with wild-type
levels of meiotic MET- 1/MEI-2 severing activity, combining an a-tubulin mutation, sb2 7,
and the -tubulin mutation, sb26, caused meiotic defects characteristic of partial loss of
MET- l/MEI-2 severing. These results suggest that when these mutant tubulin subunits are
incorporated into microtubules, the MEI-1/MEI-2 severing process becomes less
efficient.
The apparent reduced severing activity on mutant microtubules did not result
from disruption of MET- 1/MEI-2 ' smicrotubule association, because MEl- 1and MEI-2
both localized to the mutant spindles in patterns identical to that seen with wild type
(Figs. 7 and 13). Therefore, the tubulin mutations likely result in a decrease in the
severing kinetics of the MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin or alternatively result in intrinsically more
stable microtubules. The latter model was discounted since in vitro katanin displays
efficient severing on drug-stablized microtubules (those isolated in the presence of taxol
(McNally and Vale 1993). In addition, the rate of cold-induced spindle microtubule
depolymerization in live embryos also produced results that argued against this
possibility. Finally, the suppression appeared specific for severing activity since the best
suppressor, tbb-2(sb26), failed to suppress either zyg-9 or zyg-8, mutations in which
generate unstable microtubules for other reasons (Table 2and data not shown).
However, the first model, that sb25, sb26 or sb27 containing microtubules are
specifically resistant to katanin severing, although strongly supported by the data,
remained difficult to prove. Taxol-free microtubules are ideal for the most sensitive
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assay, direct visualization of the katanin severing reaction on glass-immobilized
microtubules (McNally and Vale 1993), but it was difficult to acquire the material from
worm lysates (and indeed no one else has reported the isolation of taxol-free C. elegans
microtubules). Therefore, taxol-stabilized microtubules were isolated from C. elegans
lysates and were sent to F. McNally (University of California, Davis) to assay katanin
disassembly in solution. In this assay, sedimentation of microtubules incubated with
human katanin at different time points revealed no difference between wild-type and tbb2(sb26); katanin normally disassembles microtubules (
i.e., results in non-pelletable
tubulin) and TBB-2(sb26) containing microtubules were predicted to inhibit this. There
were potential caveats in this experiment, however. First, we know from genetic studies
that, in the presence of tbb-2(sb26), microtubules are only partially resistant to MEl1/MEI-2 severing. Therefore, the differences between wild-type and tbb-2(sb26)
microtubules could be small, and these differences may not be obvious in vitro. The
presence of taxol in purified wild-type and mutant microtubules may also mask
differences. Human p60 katanin was applied in our experiments because baculovirus
expressed worm katanin was not available. Worm microtubules are structurally distinct
from those of higher eukaryotes, having 11 protofilaments instead of the commonly seen
13 protofilaments (Chalfie et al.

1986). Although worm katanin was shown to

disassemble human microtubules in cell lines (Srayko et al. 2000), suggesting the
differences in microtubule structures are irrelevant, worm microtubules may still show
different severing kinetic properties when assayed with human katanin.
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tba-2(sb25);

tbb-2(sb26) double mutant microtubules are potentially more

resistant to MEI-1/MEI-2 activity, since they cause meiotic defects similar to those seen
in hypomorphic mel-i or mei-2 mutants, aphenotype consistent with the premise that the
suppressor mutations result in insufficient severing. Therefore, quantitative differences in
microtubule severing are more likely to be seen in these doubly mutant microtubules.
Microtubules purified from tba-2(sb25); tbb-2(sb26) lysates were isolated in the presence
of taxol, but the microtubule preparations showed aggregates and could not be used. The
direct demonstration that the suppressors result in severing-resistant microtubules awaits
further analysis.

Interactions between katanin and tubulin
How exactly these tubulin mutations alter the protein to cause microtubule
resistance to MEI-1/MEI-2 severing is not clear. The sb26 lesion is at the extreme
carboxyl terminus of the f3-tubulin protein, a region that is not essential for in vitro
polymerization of microtubules (Lu and Luduena 1994).

Interestingly, these small C-

terminal fragments of both c- and f3-tubulins are required for microtubule severing by
katanin (McNally and Vale 1993):

when the C-terminal regions of the tubulins were

removed by subtilisin digestion, katanin was able to bind the microtubules and hydrolyze
ATP but could not disassemble the microtubules. This suggests that sb26 specifically
disrupts a site required for katanin-mediated microtubule disassembly, although not
binding per se (
Figs. 7and 13). However, the a-tubulin mutations sb25 and sb2 7are not
at the carboxyl terminus of TBA-2, indicating that additional regions are important.
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Although sb25 and sb2 7are not close to each other in the primary sequence, both are
located in regions in polymerized microtubules where lateral contacts are made. This is
most obvious for sb25, which resides at the middle of the M-loop that dominates the
lateral interactions (Nogales et al. 1998). Therefore, lateral interactions may be important
in the severing process. It is possible that katanin severs microtubules by disrupting
lateral contacts between adjacent protofilaments, which then results in microtubule
disassembly similar to what is seen in a catastrophe (Mandelkow et al.

1991).

Nonetheless, microscopic visualization of microtubule severing by katanin revealed
internal kinks and breaks in microtubules undergoing disassembly (McNally and Vale
1993). This indicates the severing process is distinct from an induced catastrophe when
losing the GTPI3-tubulin cap at the microtubule plus end.
McNally (2000) proposed that katainin forms ahexameric ring with adiameter of
14-16 n.m based on transient katanin oligomers captured in the presence of low
concentration of microtubule and ATP-7S (Hartman and Vale 1999). This -45 n.m in
diameter ring may somehow dock inside the lumen of microtubules, which are also 15
n.m in diameter. This docking could trigger disassembly of microtubules upon ATPhydrolysis induced conformational changes in katanin. However, the suppressor tubulin
mutations we identified are not in the lumen of the microtubule lattice, raising questions
about their interactions with MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin in this model. This model also cannot
explain the discovery of the extreme C-terminal mutation, TBB-2(sb26); the very Cterminus of tubulin is believed to be flexible and is on the outside surface of
microtubules. Therefore, MEI-1/MBI-2 katanin complexes may assemble into ahigher-
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order structure and dock on the outside wall of microtubules, an alternative possibility
suggested by McNally (2000).
Interestingly, all three tubulin mutations we identified contain aglutamic acid to
lysine change. This raises the possibility that acidity of microtubules is important for
katanin severing activity. In this view, katanin may require the carboxyl terminus of
tubulin for severing activity simply because the tubulin carboxyl tail is highly acidic.
Lowering microtubule acidity by bringing in positive charged lysine residues results in
compromised severing, and this may be the reason that the tubulin suppressors inhibit
severing partially.

MEI-1/MEI-2 katanin interacts differentially with superficially redundant tubulin
isotypes
C. elegans expresses apair of a and apair of 13-tubulins in the germline. Iused
isotype specific RNAi and f3-tubulin deletion mutants to show that members of each pair
are redundant for early embryonic development. However, using agenetic background
with limited meiotic MEI-1/MEI-2 severing activity, I found that the MBI-1/MEI-2
katanin prefers one member of each pair, TBA-2 and TBB-2; in the presence of these
isotypes, microtubules are severed more efficiently (Tables 6 and 9). However, these
isotypes are not absolutely required since depletion of either or both did not result in
obvious meiotic defects in abackground with wild-type level of MEI-1/MEI-2 activity.
Therefore, in the absence of preferred tubulin isotypes, microtubules can still be severed,
but the presence of these isotypes makes severing more efficient. This tubulin isotype
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preference is only obvious when MEI-1/MEI-2 activity is limiting because there is excess
MBI-1/MEI-2 activity in wild-type meiosis (Clandinin and Mains 1993) and microtubules
lacking the preferred isotypes can still be severed.
These findings are important in understanding why multiple tubulin isotypes exist
in

nature.

Eukaryotic

cells

often

express

multiple

a and

3 tubulin isotypes

simultaneously, and these may also differ in their post-translational modifications
(Luduefla 1998). Although different tubulin isotypes seem to be largely redundant,
evidence for functional differences among tubulin isotypes do exist. For example,
budding and fission yeasts both express apair of a-tubulin genes that are interchangeable
for viability but the budding yeast isotypes differ in their effects on in vitro microtubule
dynamics (Bode et al. 2003).

Likewise, different mammalian f3-tubulin isoforms have

varying effects on in vitro microtubule dynamics and drug sensitivities (Derry et al. 1997;
Panda et al. 1994). However, how these in vitro properties of isotypes relate to their in
vivo functions is not clear. Our results demonstrate that different tubulin isotypes play
different roles during katanin severing in vivo. Although at a superficial level tubulin
isotypes may appear to be completely interchangeable, closer examination reveals that
they indeed have specializations that may be important in nature.

tha-2(sb5l) disrupts spindle formation
Tubulin heterodimers are building blocks of spindle microtubules. Therefore,
tubulin mutations that affect the dynamic properties of microtubules are expected to show
spindle defects in both meiosis and mitosis. In this work, Idemonstrated that the tba-2 a-
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tubulin mutation sb51 results in dominant maternal-effect lethality' due to defective
spindle formation in both meiosis and mitosis. sb51 mitotic defects resemble those of
embryos treated with microtubule-depolymerizing drugs (Strome and Wood 1983),
suggesting that sb51 inhibits microtubule assembly and/or stability. Mutations that result
in ectopic MEI-1/MEI-2 activity during mitosis, mel-i (
ct46gj) and mel-26, also result in
similar phenotypes, and indeed, such mutations enhance sb51 lethality (P. Mains,
personal communication). However, the sb51 mitotic spindle defects do not depend on
MEI-1/MEI-2 activity since there is no MEI-1/MEI-2 activity present in mitosis in sb51
embryos (data not shown). In addition, sb51 homozygotes are sterile due to insufficient
germline mitotic proliferation, aprocess also independent of MET-i and MEI-2. The
enhancement of embryonic lethality between sb5i and mel-i pathway mutants likely
reflects synergism between mutations that independently weaken the mitotic spindle.
The simip lest explanation of the tba-2(sb51) dominant phenotype is that it acts as
apoison that inhibits microtubule assembly and/or function. Since RNAi and intragenic if
revertants demonstrate that tba-2 is nonessential (due to redundancy with tba-1), sb5i
likely acts by inhibiting both TBA-i and TBA-2 function. It might form heterodimers
with the t3-tubulin isotypes that either cannot assemble or that result in unstable MTs. It is
possible that sb51 causes aconformational change of TBA-2 that disrupts microtubule
stability when the dimers are incorporated. The sb5i lesion S168Y is located at the edge
of the T5 loop that makes contact with the ribose of GTP (Lowe et al. 2001). Therefore,
TBA-2(sb5i) may also likely have an altered conformation when GTP is bound.
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Most of the poisonous effect of tba-2(sb5l) was suppressed by the intragenic
revertant sbll6sb5l. sbll6sb5l has a second site glutamic acid to lysine mutation at
position 22 in TBA-2, which is in a region suggested to affect binding with the
phosphates of the non-exchangeable GTP (Nogales et al. 1998). sbll6sb5l most likely
results in asubunit that is unstable or that cannot interact with 13-tubulin, and so it would
no longer antagonize TBA-1. The sbll6sb5l mutation may do so by disrupting TBA-2
GTP binding and therefore, the mutant TBA-2 can no longer dimerize with 13-tubulins. A
TBA-2 specific antibody would help test this hypothesis. However, due to the extremely
high sequence conservation between TBA-1 and TBA-2, which are 98.5% identical,
raising an isotype-specific antibody to follow the fate of the mutant proteins is not
feasible.
a and J3 tubulin mutations with phenotypes similar to tba-2(sb5l) were also
identified in C. elegans by other groups. These mutations are expected to exert their
effects through different mechanisms. TBB-2(or362) is a glycine to glutamic acid
mutation within one of the GTP binding domains, and the mutant protein is expressed at a
very low level. However, this recessive mutation, like tha-2(sb5l)/+, poisons spindle
microtubules and causes strong spindle defects (Ellis et al. 2004). TBB-2(qtl) has a
glutamic acid to lysine change at position 198, and seems to increases microtubule
stability when incorporated (Wright and Hunter 2003). TBB-2(t] 623) has a valine to
methionine change at position 313 (Wright and Hunter 2003). The a tubulin mutation
TBA-1(or346) has aserine to phenylalanine change at position 379 (J. Phillips and B.
Bowerman, personal communication) and behaves as arecessive poison mutation. Both
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of these mutations likely affect spindle formation by disrupting microtubule interactions
with MAPs.

MEI-1/MEI-2 regulation
MEI-1/MEI-2 activity is detrimental to mitotic spindle formation and is carefully
down-regulated immediately after meiosis. To achieve this, MEl-i is likely ubiquitinated
and targeted for degradation. Ubiquitin-mediated degradation is essential for many
functions, such as cytoskeleton remodeling in mitosis, during early development (Kurz et
al. 2002). During ubiquitination, substrate specificity is brought about using substrate
specific adapters of the E3 ligase (Deshaies 1999), and MEl-i ubiquitination requires a
specific substrate adapter of the ubiquitin E3 ligase, the BTB domain contain protein
MEL-26 (Figure 18) (Furukawa et al. 2003; Pintard et al. 2003b; Xu et al. 2003).
However, my genetic analysis suggests that MEl- 1is the only essential target of MEL26:

mel-26 mutations are efficiently suppressed by tbb-2(sb26), implying that mel-26

lethality only results from ectopic expression of mei-i but not other proteins. Therefore,
MEL-26 plays acrucial role in regulating spindle formation and is not expressed until
after meiosis (Johnson 2003). However, mel-26 mediated degradation is not the only way
to prevent mitotic sevefing, and our finding of severing-resistant microtubules suggests
another solution. Evolution could have substituted partially resistant microtubules, such
as tbb-2(sb26) containing microtubules, for mel-26 mediated post meiotic regulation of
mel-I.
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